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ABSTRACT

CHARACTERIZATION OF BLACK LIQUOR SPRAYS FOR
APPLICATION TO ENTRAINED-FLOW PROCESSES

Andrew John Mackrory
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Master of Science

In this work the differences between and characteristics of water and high solids,
heated black liquor sprays from air-assist atomizers are examined. Sprays were imaged
with a high speed camera and the images analyzed with computer code to produce droplet
size data and macroscopic spray characteristics such as mass distribution. Fluid flow rates
were measured to allow relevant dimensionless groups for the spray to be calculated. A
1000°C tubular furnace was placed around the spray to determine the effect of
industrially relevant temperatures on the droplet formation process, relative to roomtemperature conditions.
It was found that high solids black liquor forms long, thin ligaments rather than
droplets. In high-temperature surroundings the size of these ligaments increases, which

from a comparison with theory in the literature was attributed to enhanced skin-formation
driven by heat transfer. The data suggest that this skin formation may prevent secondary
breakup. All sprays for both fluids produced droplet size mass distributions that were
well described by the square-root normal distribution. The normalized width (s *) of
these distributions was similar for all sprays and consistent with literature data for other
nozzle designs (0.24 ≤ s* ≤ 0.38) .
The image analysis method assumed droplets were spheres with the same projected
area. When this assumption was changed for black liquor sprays to a cylindrical droplet
assumption, the shape and normalized width of the resulting mass distributions remained
the same, but the representative diameter (calculated from surface area to volume ratios)
decreased.
Based on the agreement between the normalized distribution width in this work and
that in the black liquor spraying literature it was concluded that the addition of atomizing
air cannot be considered a means to narrow a droplet size distribution independent of
droplet size. The results also indicate the importance of including the effects of skin
formation and temperature- and time-dependent fluid properties in spray modeling.
It is intended that these results contribute to increased understanding of the black
liquor atomization process and lead to improved computational modeling of the same.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
In the pulp and paper industry, the dominant means of producing chemical pulp is
the kraft (sulfate) pulping process (Stenius, 2003). Organics, including lignin, are
separated from the wood fibers using white liquor (an aqueous solution of NaOH and
Na2S) in a digester. The spent solution is called weak black liquor. At the digester
exit it is approximately 85% water, the balance being roughly equal quantities of
organic and inorganic material. Because of its organic content, it is a viable fuel, and
since forests are replanted at the same rate as they are harvested it is both renewable
and CO2 neutral. To make it combustible, it is concentrated in evaporators to reduce
the water content to 15-30%. Currently, black liquor is burned in recovery boilers to
recover the inorganic chemicals and generate steam. A steam turbine may be used to
generate a portion of the mill’s electrical requirements, but today’s mills are still net
consumers of electricity.
The inorganic material (now Na2CO3, NaOH, and Na2S) recovered from the
bottom of the boiler is diluted with water to become green liquor. Particulate captured
from the flue gases and make-up chemicals may be added, prior to treatment with
calcined lime to convert the green liquor to white liquor by the reaction in Equation 1.
The resulting calcium carbonate and other impurities are then removed in a clarifier
1

(settling tank), and the white liquor is returned to the digester. A simplified diagram
of the pulping cycle is shown schematically in Figure 1. A more complete discussion
of the process is beyond the scope of this work, but may be found elsewhere, such as
the thesis of Dunaway, 2005.

1

Ca (OH )2 + Na 2 CO3 → 2 NaOH + CaCO3

(1)

Figure 1. Simplified diagram of the kraft pulping cycle.

It has been proposed that the recovery boiler be replaced by a gasifier.
Gasification potentially offers higher thermodynamic efficiency, lower emissions, and
pulp processing advantages compared with the conventional recovery boiler. An
assessment by Larson et al., 2003, states that a black liquor gasification combined
cycle (BLGCC) recovery process could increase electrical production by a factor of
2

two or more compared with current recovery boiler based systems, while maintaining
sufficient steam production levels for process use. Such a system would include a
pressurized gasifier, gas turbine, and steam turbine as shown in Figure 2. The pulp
and paper industry could potentially produce more electricity than required internally
and become a net exporter of an estimated 4,000 MW. This would reduce fossil fuel
consumption and therefore, CO2 emissions. Alternatively, the gasifier could be used
for chemical or fuel production for use in the transportation sector and thus replace
some small fraction of U.S. oil imports. Therefore, there is strong motivation to
replace the recovery boiler with a gasifier based solely on energy merits.

Figure 2. Schematic process diagram of a black liquor gasification combined cycle (Source:
Chemrec AB).

3

The potential also exists to reduce harmful emissions such as SO2, NOX, CO,
volatile organic compounds (VOC), particulate and sulfur species. In a BLGCC
system, the synthesis gas from the gasifier undergoes a cleaning process, during
which the majority of the sulfur content is removed, prior to firing in the gas turbine.
Combustion in a modern turbine combustor, rather than a boiler, is expected to halve
NOX emissions and reduce CO and VOC emissions by a factor of three (Larson et al.,
2003). In addition to these benefits, gasification chemistry allows greater flexibility in
the chemistry of the plant as a whole. Projected gains in pulp yield as a result of
improved pulping technology exceed 50%. This, combined with the tax benefits of
improved environmental performance, translates into a large economic benefit for the
plant.
Even given the many benefits of gasification, this technology is not yet developed
to the point of commercialization. To date, only two black liquor gasifier designs
have been operated by commercial mills: the first a high-temperature, entrained-flow
design and the second a low-temperature, fluid bed system. (Low- and hightemperature refers to the operating temperature of the gasifier relative to the melting
point of the inorganic smelt). The latter design will not be discussed further as the
liquor injection system is not relevant to the present work.
A pilot-scale, high-temperature, low-pressure (HTLP) entrained-flow gasifier
developed by Chemrec AB of Sweden was operated at Weyerhaeuser’s kraft mill in
New Bern, North Carolina. The first product run was in December 1996, and three
years later the gasifier was taken out of service due to failure of the gasifier shell. The
root cause of the failure was contamination of the refractory lining. In addition the

4

liquor nozzles used lasted only a few months. Despite these setbacks, entrained flow
gasification is arguably the most promising technology for improvement over the
recovery boiler.
As a result of this experience, Oak Ridge National Laboratory has worked on
improved refractory materials (Hemrick et al., 2004), Simulent Inc. is working on
improved liquor injection systems through spray modeling (Gorog, 2004), and
Chemrec is now working on the next generation of the technology – an oxygen
blown, high-temperature, high-pressure (HTHP) gasifier. Release of this technology
is years away, pending the successful resolution of technical design issues.
The present work is focused on the spraying or injection of black liquor, as the
quality of the spray in both the recovery boiler and gasifier is critical to the system
performance. In a recovery boiler it is presently common practice to use splash-plate
nozzles (or less frequently VeeJet nozzles) to create droplets for the combustion
process. Both nozzle types produce a flat, fan shaped spray. Ideally these droplets
should dry completely before landing on the smelt bed at the bottom of the boiler
where devolatilization and char burning are completed. If the droplets formed are too
large they may not dry sufficiently before reaching the smelt bed. The consequences
vary from localized cooling of the bed and/or growth of the smelt bed to a
catastrophic smelt bed explosion depending on the droplet size and quantity. On the
other hand droplets can be so small that they are entrained in the bulk gas flow and
never reach the smelt bed. These particles are called carryover, and are the principle
cause of fouling in the upper furnace. Both extremes in droplet size need to be
avoided, unlike most combustion applications where the goal is to atomize the fuel as
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finely as possible. The ideal droplet diameter for a recovery boiler is on the order of
3 mm.
For the entrained flow HTLP gasifier (shown schematically in Figure 3) droplets
can also be too large. In this case they will not have sufficient residence time to
complete the required gasification reactions. In addition they may have sufficient
momentum to avoid entrainment and impact the refractory lining causing more rapid
corrosion of the wall and lack of use of the reactor volume to complete reactions.
The entrained flow gasifier obviously does not have the problem of carry-over as
does the recovery boiler, but operational experience has shown that droplets can be
too small. Three reasons that have been hypothesized (Whitty, 2006) for this are:
1. There is always a small quantity of residual particles (unburned carbon or
other insoluble material) in the green liquor. These particles should be
removed by the clarifier, or alternatively by a filter, but if they become too
small they remain suspended in the clarifier, and clog the pores of the filters
(which are designed for larger particles). It is thought that very small droplets
result in very small residual particles.
2. In the quench region of the gasifier (see Figure 3) the inorganics are separated
from the product gas by inertial means. Small droplets will become smaller
smelt particles that can remain entrained in the gas flow.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the entrained flow HTLP gasifier installed at New Bern (Source:
Chemrec AB).
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3. It has been postulated that very small droplets have a sufficiently high heating
rate to volatilize the carbon so effectively that insufficient remains to reduce
the sulfate in the liquor by the reaction in Equation 2. Evidence that supports
this theory is that entrained flow gasifiers can produce more sulfate in the
green liquor than would be expected given the reducing environment inside
the gasifier.

2

Na2 SO4 + 4C → Na 2 S + 4CO

(2)

Like the recovery boiler then, there is an optimum size for black liquor droplets in
a gasifier, and both extremes in size are to be avoided. The ideal diameter is not
known, but based on experience, is estimated to be about 300 μm, or droplets in the
range 100-300 μm for a gasifier of the design shown in Figure 3.
As seen in Figure 3, steam was used as an atomizing fluid in the New Bern
gasifier. A photograph of a nozzle used in the gasifier is shown in Figure 4. The
heated liquor is fed down the center of the system to form a disc-shaped sheet inside
the nozzle. The atomizing steam coming through the annular passage perforates this
sheet at 18 locations near the nozzle perimeter, forming 18 individual sprays. This
method of atomization is different to the traditional splash-plate nozzle, and there is a
need for fundamental understanding of the process in order to optimize it
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Figure 4. Photographs of a used liquor nozzle from the New Bern gasifier (Source:
Weyerhauser).

1.2 Objectives
The objective of this work is to provide fundamental understanding (through
experimental observation) of the atomization of black liquor when a gas (air) is used
to assist the atomization process. Two major objectives are as follows:
1. Understand the differences in atomization with an air-assist atomizer between
water (a commonly used fluid for nozzle characterization) and black liquor.
2. Understand the effect of a furnace (or high-temperature) environment on the
droplet formation process.
The data from this work is intended to benefit the advancement of black liquor
gasification in general, but specifically:
1. To assist in nozzle selection and characterization for a semi-pilot-scale
gasifier at the University of Utah.
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2. To provide data for model validation for groups such as Simulent Inc. who are
working on improved gasifier nozzles using computational fluid dynamics
(CFD).

1.3 Contribution and Scope of the Thesis
A black liquor spray from an air-assist atomizer was studied with the use of a
high speed camera. The shape and size of the observed droplets was not suited to
laser-based droplet analysis tools such as phase Doppler particle analysis (PDPA) and
thus high speed imaging is the primary diagnostic. Droplet velocities were not
measured. The nozzles were not operated over their full range of air flow rates as a
result of camera speed limitations. The work was also restricted to lab-scale nozzles
used in oxidizing conditions at ambient pressure. Even given these limitations, this
thesis is the first work reported on high solids black liquor sprays from air-assist
atomizers. It is also the first work that quantitatively compares high solids black
liquor sprays in heated and unheated conditions.
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2 Literature Review and Theory
Theoretical research into the atomization of liquids began as early as 1873 with
Plateau’s paper entitled “Statique Experimentale et Theorique des Liquids Soumie
aux Seules Forces Moleculaire” (Lin and Reitz, 1998). Since then much research has
been conducted and the collection of relevant literature is enormous. There is a good
understanding of the operation and liquid breakup mechanisms of simple orifices
operating at low flow rates, but the majority of practical nozzles are operated in
regimes that may be described as chaotic or disordered. These are much less well
understood. The atomization community has produced many results useful to help
design atomizers and predict atomizer performance, but there is some question as to
whether these results may be applied to black liquor given its unusual properties.
Given the complex nature of both spray theory and black liquor properties, this
literature review focuses largely on qualitative observations of sprays that have been
made, as well as important dimensionless parameters for sprays, and trends in droplet
formation based on these parameters. For the interested reader, more fundamental and
complete reviews are found in the references, notably the review papers by Lin and
Reitz, 1998, and Lasheras and Hopfinger, 2000; as well as the texts by Lefebvre,
1989, and Liu, 2000.
A review of general spray research is presented first, with minimal reference to
black liquor. In a search of several major atomization texts, no reference to black
11

liquor was found, even when said texts had chapters devoted to the pulp and paper
industry (Nasr et al., 2002). This section explains the importance of liquid properties
to the droplet formation mechanisms and leads into the second section: Black Liquor
Properties Relevant to Sprays. Black liquor exhibits many properties that are unusual
in the field of sprays, which necessitates special consideration. The review is
concluded with a report of relevant work conducted on black liquor sprays.
One reason that the literature review is divided this way is that important terms
such as “flashing” mean different things to the black liquor community and the spray
community in general. Some investigators in the field of black liquor combustion
have made use of the results of general spray research; however there is also a
substantial amount of work that is largely empirical, without much reference to spray
and atomization theory. It is hoped that the summary presented here leads to a good
overall picture of the major issues to be considered and how these may or may not be
important to the gas-assisted atomization of black liquor.

2.1 Atomization and Sprays
2.1.1 Nozzle Types and Design
There are numerous atomizer designs, and multiple ways that these designs may
be classified. Nasr et al., 2002, divide nozzles into the following groups: pressure jet,
two-fluid atomizers, and other designs.
Pressure jet atomizers may range from a simple round orifice to an elliptical
orifice at the end of a convergent section (VeeJet nozzle) to nozzles that have one or
both of tangential and axial fluid flow. It could also be argued that splash-plate
12

nozzles (or impact atomizers) fit in this category. Pressure jet atomizers of the simple
orifice type are probably the most commonly used and have been the subject of
research for a long time (Lui, 2000).
Two-fluid atomizers may be subdivided according to relative mass flow rates of
liquid and atomizing gas, and internal or external mix designs. Air-assist atomizers
use low mass flows of gas at high velocity, and air-blast atomizers use high mass
flows at low velocity (not all researchers are consistent in differentiating between
these two types). Internal mix nozzles combine the gas and liquid before the final
nozzle orifice, whereas external mix nozzles keep the flows separated until they leave
the nozzle body.
Other nozzle designs are, generally speaking, restricted to use in specialized
applications and are not considered in this review. They include ultrasonic, rotary,
and electrostatic atomizers. Atomizers may also be further classified as continuous or
intermittent (such as diesel injectors) but only continuous atomizers are relevant here.
In a recent review, Lin and Reitz, 1998, point out that nozzle internal design is
known to be an important factor in determining the characteristics of jet breakup.
They illustrate the point by comparing a diesel injector to the nozzles used in jetcutting applications, both of which have similar fluid parameters, but differ in their
spray appearance. Diesel spray breakup begins at the nozzle exit whereas cutting jets
remain intact for many jet diameters downstream of the exit. The diesel injector
typically has a very short length hole with a sharp-edged inlet but the cutting jet is
somewhat streamlined internally to minimize disturbances to the flow. Several
experiments in the literature support the conclusion that short length-to-diameter
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ratios combined with sharp inlets encourage early jet breakup, but current spray
theories include only empirical parameters for nozzle flow effects (Lin and Reitz,
1998).

2.1.2 Important Variables and Dimensional Analysis
The average droplet diameter ( D ) is one of the most important performance
characteristics of the atomization process. Bayvel and Orzechowski, 1993, state that
the following quantities affect D (for a given nozzle design):
L - Characteristic linear dimension of the atomizer

(e.g. final orifice diameter, d 0 )

V - Initial relative velocity of liquid and ambient gas

σ - Surface tension
ρ L - Liquid density
ρ G - Gas density

μ L - Dynamic viscosity of liquid
μ G - Dynamic viscosity of gas
Or in other words, D is a function of the 7 quantities listed. Invoking the
Buckingham Theorem (or Π Theorem) they show that this problem can be reduced to
a function where the dimensionless diameter is a function of four dimensionless
groups as shown in Equation 3:
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3

D
= f (We, Lp, A, B )
L

(3)

Where We is the Weber number, the ratio of aerodynamic forces to the surface
tension:

4

We =

ρ GV 2 L
σ

(4)

Lp is the Laplace number, or ratio of surface tension to viscosity forces:

5

Lp =

ρ Lσ L
μ L2
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(5)

And A and B are characteristic numbers of the gas-liquid combination:

6

A=

ρG
ρL

(6)

B=

μG
μL

(7)

7

Bayvel and Orzechowski, 1993, claim that this analysis is superior to other sets of
dimensionless groups found in the literature because the discharge velocity appears
only in the Weber number, liquid properties are captured in the Laplace number, and
A and B characterize the ambient medium.

Other analyses have used the Ohnesorge number, which will be introduced
shortly, and the Reynolds number:

8

Re =

ρ LVL
μL
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(8)

Which may be expressed as:

9

Re =

We Lp
A

(9)

For a given nozzle, the relationship in Equation 3 needs to be determined by
experiment, and will yield a quantitative relationship. It has however been discovered
that qualitative aspects of breakup mechanisms may be described using these groups,
and different regimes of atomizer operation can be delineated. Liu, 2000, states that
generally at least four independent dimensionless groups should be matched to ensure
similarity between liquid breakup processes.

2.1.3 Atomization Regimes – Plain Liquid Jets
Ohnesorge, 1936, proposed a set of criteria, based on dimensional analysis, for
classifying the disintegration of round liquid jets in quiescent air into three distinct
regimes. Ohnesorge’s original plot of these regimes in the Ohnesorge-Reynolds
number space is shown in Figure 5 and is commonly reproduced in the literature.
(Note that as the air is stagnant, Reynolds number is calculated using the liquid
velocity rather than gas-liquid relative velocity).
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Figure 5. Classification of three modes of jet disintegration by Ohnesorge, 1936.

The Ohnesorge number (which is also known as the stability number or viscosity
group) is defined as follows:

10

Oh =

μL
ρ Lσ d o

(10)

By a comparison with Equation 5 we see that:

11

Oh =

1
Lp
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(11)

Jet behavior in the three regions on the plot on Figure 5 may be described as
follows:
1. In region I the jet forms drops of fairly uniform size by means of
axisymmetric waves in the jet, known as the Rayleigh mechanism of breakup.
Drops are larger than the orifice diameter.
2. In region II the jet oscillates with respect to the jet axis. This is the first sign of
the influence of the ambient air and the region is thus named the wind-induced
region. A wide distribution of drop sizes is produced in this mode of breakup.
3. In region III atomization occurs very close to the nozzle orifice producing
drop sizes much less than the orifice diameter. This is the normal operating
condition for most plain-orifice atomizers, but is unfortunately the least easily
described (Lefebvre, 1989).
Ohnesorge, 1936, presented a table summarizing the dominant physical forces in
each regime. This is reproduced in Table 1.
Many more recent texts and reviews note that Miesse, 1955, suggested that the
equation of the boundary between regions II and III should be modified to translate
the line to the right (See Figure 6). His work however, covered a reduced range of the
Ohnesorge number compared to the work of Ohnesorge (0.001-0.006 compared to
0.001-10) and he states in his paper that his data are a “function of the orifice design.”
Reitz, 1978, later tried to resolve the apparent disagreement and divided jet breakup
into four regimes as shown in Figure 6. Reitz did account for the effects of nozzle
internal geometry, which may explain some of the variance in the results of these
studies. The equations of Reitz’s regime boundaries and that of Miesse are presented
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in Table 2. There are two lines for the boundary between regions 1 and 2 because as
explained by Lin and Reitz, 1998, there are at least two ways of defining the
beginning of the first wind-induced regime. Line “a” is based the inertia force exerted
by the ambient gas reaching roughly 10% of the surface tension, and line “b”
corresponds to a maximum in the breakup length of the jet.

Table 1. Classification of jet disintegration as presented by Ohnesorge, 1936.

Gravitational Inertial
Forces
Forces

Class Description
Slow
0
Significant
dripping
Rotationally
symmetric
I
Very little
surface
disturbance
Helically
symmetric
II
0
surface
disturbance
Secondary
III
0
Atomization
* i.e. Surface tension forces

Capillary Viscous Forces
Forces* Direct
Indirect

0

1

0

0

Medium

1

Very little

0

Increasing 1

Considerable Medium

Very
1
significant

Strong

Significant

Despite the variance in the location of the boundary lines in different studies,
there is consistency in the literature with respect to qualitative descriptions of the
sprays for each regime.
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Figure 6. Classification of modes of disintegration according to Reitz, 1978. 1: Rayleigh jet
breakup, 2: first wind-induced regime, 3: second wind-induced regime, 4: atomization.
Equations of lines a-e are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Dominant breakup mechanisms and criteria according to Reitz, 1978, (criteria a-d) and
Meiss, 1955, (criterion e), table adapted from Liu, 2000.

Regime

Dominant Forces(s)

1. Rayleigh jet
breakup

Surface tension

2. First wind-induced

Surface tension and
dynamic pressure of
ambient air

3. Second windinduced

Dynamic pressure of
ambient air

4. Atomization

Unknown but
potentially aerodynamic, d) We > 40.3 or
turbulent, and cavitation e) Oh ≥ 100 Re −0.92
and bursting effects
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Criteria
a) We < 0.4
or
0 .9
b) We < 1.2 + 3.41 ⋅ Oh
c) We < 13
Region 2 defined as:
1.2 + 3.41 ⋅ Oh 0.9 < We < 13
d) We < 40.3
Region 3 defined as:
13 < We < 40.3

The preceding discussion, as mentioned, is applicable to jets issuing into
quiescent air. Referring to external mix, two-fluid atomizers, Bayvel and
Orzechowski, 1993, state that “Depending on the design of such an atomizer, the
primary disintegration of drops proceeds similarly to that in a jet or swirl atomizer…”
and suggest that design techniques applicable to simple jet atomizers will be useful
for simple external mix air-assist atomizers. It has however been shown that when a
liquid jet is injected into a coflowing gas, additional breakup regimes are observed
(Liu, 2000, and Lasheras and Hopfinger, 2000). Thus the theories already presented
cannot be applied to such nozzles by simply replacing liquid velocity with the relative
gas-liquid velocity as may be supposed. The literature relevant to simple external mix
atomizers is discussed next.

2.1.4 Atomization Regimes – Liquid Jets in a Coaxial Gas Stream
Liu, 2000, states that atomization is a “pulsating, unsteady process, even if the
emerging liquid jet and atomization gas are initially free of oscillation and vibration.”
The pulsation is generated by waves and hydrodynamic instabilities on the liquid
surface, and results in dense clusters of droplets. In combustion applications this leads
to many flame surfaces, which is often observed.
Faragó and Chigier, 1992, studied photographs of round water jets in a coaxial air
flow. They observed normal pulsation of the jets, and what they called “superpulsation”. Super-pulsation occurs at low liquid flow rates and high gas velocities
(i.e. low Re L and high WeG ). It is characterized by high amplitude pulsation and
short breakup length. In both types of pulsation they described three categories of jet
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breakup: Rayleigh-type breakup, membrane-type ligament breakup, and fiber-type
ligament breakup. They classified the observed breakup types using liquid Reynolds
number and aerodynamic Weber number at the nozzle exit (Equations 12 and 13
respectively). A plot of the breakup regimes is shown in Figure 7.

12

Re L =

ρ LVL d 0
μL

(12)

WeG =

ρ GVG2 d 0
σ

(13)

13

Figure 7. Classification of breakup regimes for round water jets in co-flowing air (Faragó and
Chigier, 1992).
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In Figure 7 sprays generally produce finer droplets towards the top right corner of
the plot. The jet behavior in each of the regions plotted in Figure 7 may be described
as follows:
1. In the Rayleigh type region the jet breaks into droplets without first forming a
membrane or fiber ligaments. The mean droplet diameter is of the same order
of magnitude as the jet diameter. At lower air flow rates the jet appearance is
almost axisymmetric, but compared to the quiescent air case, the breakup
length is reduced by about half. At higher air flow rates the jet becomes nonaxisymmetric. This latter mechanism may also be the final stage of breakup of
membranes and ligaments in the other regions.
2. In the membrane type region the jet emerging from the nozzle forms a thin
sheet or membrane that then breaks up into droplets smaller than the jet
diameter, with the mean diameter being about one order of magnitude smaller
than the original jet diameter.
3. In the fiber type region fibers form on the jet and separate from the main
liquid flow. They then break up in a manner similar to non-axisymmetric
Rayleigh type breakup forming droplets or ligaments. Generally fibers and
droplets increase in size the further downstream they are formed. Droplet
diameters are a few orders of magnitude smaller than the original jet.
Hopfinger, 1998, proposed another version of the diagram in Figure 7 that
included the effect of the momentum flux ratio ( M ) shown in Equation 14. Lasheras
and Hopfinger, 2000, produced a modified version of this diagram and note that:
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1. There is insufficient experimental data to fix the boundary locations except at
low values of We , and
2. The mass flux ratio ( m ) shown in Equation 15 is also important, but it is
difficult to produce a diagram involving all of the relevant non-dimensional
numbers.

14

ρ GVG2
ρ LVL2

(14)

ρ LVL AL
ρ GVG AG

(15)

M =

15

m=

When m is larger, more kinetic energy is removed from the gas stream early in
the droplet formation process, affecting droplet formation downstream. (In Equation
15 AL and AG are the nozzle cross sections of the liquid and gas channels,
respectively).
More work has been done in this area, for example Lasheras and Hopfinger, 2000,
review research done into liquid core lengths, spray angle, coalescence, and swirling
of the gas stream, among other topics. Work has also been done with internal mix airassist atomizers; however the operation of internal mix nozzles is not as well
characterized as the simple nozzle designs considered here. These areas are beyond
the scope of this review.
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2.1.5 Primary and Secondary Atomization
Liu, 2000, differentiates between primary and secondary atomization thus:
“Primary atomization is deemed to be caused mainly by the action
of internal forces, such as turbulence, inertial effects, change in
velocity profile (flow relaxation or bursting effect), and/or surface
tension, while secondary atomization always involves the action of
aerodynamic forces in addition to these internal forces.”
The theory already discussed addresses spray behavior relative to the factors
causing primary atomization. Secondary atomization is the breakup of a droplet into
smaller droplets, which may occur if aerodynamic forces are sufficiently large
relative to the surface tension forces. The droplet Weber number (Equation 16) is
typically used to characterize this phenomenon.

16

ρ GV 2 d d
Wed =
σ

(16)

In Equation 16 the aerodynamic force is evaluated using the gas density, relative
velocity of the droplet and gas, and the droplet diameter. The maximum theoretical
droplet size can be calculated based on a critical droplet Weber number, or the Weber
number above which droplets will experience secondary atomization. In some
literature (Borman and Ragland, 1998) We d is simply assumed to be 12, but
Lefebvre, 1989, notes that Wecrit has been estimated at values ranging from 7.2 to 22
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for various fluids, and for different situations (steady flow vs. sudden exposure to
high velocity flow).
It should also be noted that if the appropriate Wecrit is exceeded, the droplet
begins to break up, but breakup takes time, and it is possible that the droplet may
move to a region of lower We d before breakup is complete, and may even avoid
breakup completely. In Taylor’s analogy breakup model (described in Borman and
Ragland, 1998) liquid viscosity plays a role in damping aerodynamic disturbances
that could lead to breakup. The topic is too complex to address here, but certain
points can be made from this discussion:
1. Large droplets are more likely to experience secondary atomization than
smaller droplets under identical conditions.
2. High gas density and relative velocity are both conducive to secondary
atomization.
3. Liquid viscosity plays a role in slowing or preventing the growth of
disturbances that could lead to breakup.

2.1.6 Flashing – Atomization Community Definition
Lefebvre, 1989, describes flashing as the flash vaporization of a liquid
downstream of an orifice (or nozzle) that produces a sharp or sudden decrease in
liquid pressure. The effect of the flashing is to shatter the liquid into small droplets.
He notes that the same effect has been studied for systems employing small amounts
of dissolved gas in the liquid. The black liquor community also uses the term
flashing, but the definition is fundamentally different (See Section 2.3.5: Flashing –
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Black Liquor Community Definition). The difference is that in the spray community,
the gas phase of the liquid being atomized occurs only downstream of the orifice,
whereas flashing of black liquor involves the flow of a two phase mixture through the
nozzle.

2.1.7 Spray Measurement Parameters
Spray properties of importance to many sprays are:
1. A representative droplet size (often a mean or median diameter)
2. Droplet or ligament shape
3. Droplet size distribution
4. Droplet velocity (magnitude and direction)
5. Breakup length
6. Spray angle
7. Liquid mass distribution
Droplet size may be specified or reported using a number of different parameters
including, but not limited to, volume mean diameter (VMD or D30 ), arithmetic mean
diameter ( D10 ), and Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD or D32 ). The SMD is the
theoretical droplet size having the same volume to surface area ratio as the total
volume and surface area of all droplets in the spray. It is well suited to calculations
involving heat and mass transfer (Bayvel and Orzechowski, 1993), and therefore
combustion applications. SMD is defined in Equation 17 and is also referred to as
D32 because of its mathematical definition.
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SMD = D32

∑d
=
∑d

3

n

2

n

(17)

Droplet or ligament shape may be described somewhat quantitatively by means of
an aspect ratio or similar parameter. Many droplet sizing studies make the assumption
of spherical droplets, or convert the area of the droplet silhouette in a photograph to
an equivalent diameter.
There are a handful of theoretical distributions commonly used to characterize
sprays. These include the normal, lognormal, Rosin-Rammler, and square-root
normal distributions (Kankkunen and Miikkulainen, 2003). Each of these
distributions has two parameters analogous to mean droplet size and spread in the
data. Another measure of size distribution is the relative span factor, defined in
Equation 18. The relative span factor provides a measure of the range of drop sizes
relative to the mass median diameter (MMD or D0.5 ). The drop size below which 90%
of the spray consists (by mass) is known as D0.9 . Likewise D0.1 is the size below
which only 10% of the spray mass is included.
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Δ=

D0.9 − D0.1
D0.5
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(18)

The ratio of the drop size below which 99% of the spray consists (by mass) to the
drop size below which only 1% of the spray mass is included could also be
considered:
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W=

D0.99
D0.01

(19)

The other spray parameters listed above are measured using familiar units of
velocity, length, angle, and mass, all as a function of position in the spray.

2.1.8 Drop Size Equations
There are many correlations in the literature for predicting SMD from liquid and
gas properties and nozzle geometry. One that is often quoted in the literature for a
plain jet in co-flowing air was proposed by Rizk and Lefebvre, 1984, and is shown in
Equation 20. Their equation is dimensionally correct and had good correlation with
their data over the range of variables used.
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⎛ σ
SMD = 0.48d 0 ⎜
⎜ ρ GV 2 d 0
⎝

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

0.4

⎛ μ
⎞
⎟⎟
+ 0.15d 0 ⎜⎜
⎝ σ ρLd0 ⎠
2
L
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(1 + m )0.4
0.5

(20)

(1 + m )

From an examination of Equation 20 we can see that increases in liquid viscosity,
surface tension, nozzle diameter, and liquid mass flow (relative to air mass flow) all
tend to increase SMD. Increases in gas density, and relative velocity between liquid
and air tend to decrease SMD. From a review of several works, Lefebvre, 1989, adds
that liquid density appears to have little effect on SMD. The relative importance of
each variable depends on the regime in which the atomizer is operating, as suggested
by earlier discussion.
It has been noted that it is beyond the scope of this work to study sprays into
pressurized conditions. Rizk and Lefebvre, 1984, studied their spray in a pressure
vessel and examined the effect of ambient pressure. Their conclusion was that
increased ambient pressure caused a decrease in SMD.
The correlation in Equation 20 was derived using a flux rather than a spatial
technique (i.e. the droplet sizes passing a point in space were measured with time,
rather than imaging a large region and measuring droplets at the same time in
different locations). Schick, 1997, points out that unless all droplets are traveling at
the same velocity, the two techniques give different results. As the data in this work is
from a spatial technique, the predictions of this equation will not be discussed further
than the discussion above on the directions of trends in droplet size with various
factors.

2.1.9 Dependence of Size Distribution on Mean Droplet Size
Rizk and Lefebvre, 1984, also note that any change in liquid or air properties, or
atomizer geometry that produced a smaller mean droplet size also produced a more
uniform spray. Conversely then it may be concluded that larger mean droplet sizes
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will be associated with wider size distributions. This conclusion is supported by a
number of sources including the data of Bennington and Kerekes, 1985, where
droplet size distribution data for three liquids (water, glycerol, and black liquor) were
obtained using a CE swirl cone nozzle.
In Adams et al., 1997, the data just mentioned is replotted by normalizing the data
by the MMD for each of the three liquids. The result is that the three data sets
collapse onto one another. Adams et al., 1997, conclude from this analysis that the
size distribution about the MMD is a function of the mechanism for sheet break up
and not the operating parameters or fluid properties. They also note that the width of
the distribution for the liquor data expressed as the ratio W (see Equation 19) is about
8.5. They reference Fraser et al., 1963, to state that “Very extensive data is available
on pressure atomizing nozzles to show that the ratio of 99% diameter to the 1%
diameter is always near eight.” They also add that droplet formation by random or
disordered mechanisms typically follow the relationships expressed in Equations 21
and 22.
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D0.01 =

D0.5
4

(21)

22

D0.99 = 2 ⋅ D0.5
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(22)

2.2 Black Liquor Properties Relevant to Sprays
It is extremely difficult at best to obtain correlations for black liquor properties
because the properties are a function both of liquor composition and process
conditions. Liquor composition varies depending on the type of wood used as
feedstock and other factors. The liquor passes through a wide range of temperatures
and other variables in the pulping cycle and can change properties over time at
elevated temperatures. The focus of this section therefore is on trends, typical values,
and qualitative descriptions of properties relevant to the spraying process, rather than
quantitative data. These descriptions will highlight some of the issues that need to be
considered in the area of sprays, but which are probably too complex to incorporate
completely in spray modeling.

2.2.1 Percent Dry Solids
Percent dry solids (% DS) is the mass of a dried liquor sample as a percentage of
the original sample mass. In the past, recovery boilers have operated with liquor
sprayed at 65% DS, but the trend today is towards high solids liquor (around
80% DS) to increase boiler throughput. The New Bern gasifier was operated at
70% DS. At the digester exit the liquor is typically 15% DS and evaporators are used
to increase the value to that required by the boiler. Percent dry solids is one of the
most significant factors in determining other liquor properties.
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2.2.2 Boiling Point Rise and Solubility
When pumping black liquor, it is usually heated to above 100°C to maintain
relatively low viscosity and thereby reduce pumping losses. The temperature at which
the liquor boils at 1 atm is known as the elevated boiling point (EBP), and the
difference between the EBP and the boiling point of the pure solvent (water) is called
the boiling point rise (BPR) in most instances in the literature. Zaman et al., 1998,
studied BPR as a function of several variables including pressure. They found that
BPR increases with increasing pressure as may be expected, and that the pressure
dependency increased as % DS increased. In many black liquor delivery systems the
EBP at atmospheric pressure is exceeded, but as a result of the pressure in the lines
the liquor does not always boil.
The value of BPR depends not only on liquor composition but also the
measurement method (Adams and Frederick, 1988). The quantity is primarily of
interest to designers of the evaporator system, but is also of use in understanding
different spray breakup mechanisms as will be discussed further in Section 2.3.5:
Flashing – Black Liquor Community Definition.
The elevation of the boiling point of the liquor is due only to the dissolved, not
suspended, solids. Zaman et al., 1998, show that at the solubility limit of Na2SO4 and
Na2CO3 there was a change in the slope of their BPR data. Frederick et al., 1980,
found that adding Na2CO3 to the liquor above the solubility limit did not change the
boiling point. A double salt (2Na2SO4*Na2CO3) begins to precipitate out of solution
at solids concentrations as low as 50% DS (Adams and Frederick, 1988) and is
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usually the only substance to precipitate below 75% DS. Black liquor (as fired) is
thus a solution with suspended solids. These solids can cause fouling of surfaces.

2.2.3 Density
The density of the liquor is important to the calculation of flow characteristics
such as the Reynolds number. The density of the organic material is close to that of
water; whereas the density of the inorganics is almost double that of water. This
results in an increase of density with % DS, with weak dependence on the
composition of the organic fraction. Density is also a function of temperature: higher
temperatures result in lower density as may be expected from thermal expansion.
Sample density data from Adams and Frederick, 1988, are shown in Table 3 as a
function of % DS and temperature.

Table 3. Black liquor density as a function of temperature and % DS
(Adams and Frederick, 1988).
% DS

T ( °C)

Density (kg/m3)

Weak liquor

15

77

1070

Liquor in evaporators

18

57

1100

Liquor in evaporators

21

74

1110

Liquor in evaporators

26

87

1130

Liquor in evaporators

35

132

1150

Liquor in evaporators

50

104

1270

Strong liquor

65

104

1360

Strong liquor, as fired

65

118

1340

High solids liquor

80

182

1340

High solids liquor, as fired

80

146

1400
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2.2.4 Surface Tension
The surface tension of black liquor is a function of liquor composition, % DS,
temperature, and time since new surface formation. Adams and Frederick, 1988, note
that the presence of black liquor inorganics in water will tend to raise the surface
tension by about 5%. The organic constituents however, reduce the surface tension by
a factor of two or three relative to water. Elevated temperatures generally reduce the
surface tension.
Soderhjelm and Koivuniemi, 1982, measured surface tension as a function of time
after surface formation. They note that immediately after a surface is formed the
surface tension is almost as high as that for water, but then drops over a period of
about 5 seconds to a steady state value approximately half that of water. A possible
reason given for the fairly rapid decline was the migration of surfactants to the
surface; however this has not been proven. The time scales of droplet formation are
typically much shorter than one second suggesting that the steady state value of
surface tension is not appropriate for spray modeling.

2.2.5 Viscosity
Black liquor viscosity depends on a number of factors including solids content,
temperature, cooking time, cooking temperature, lignin concentration, lignin
molecular weight, organic and inorganic content, pH, and shear rate (Zaman and
Fricke, 1996). In some situations it may be justified to use a single value for viscosity,
if the factors that affect it remain constant (typically the Newtonian viscosity i.e.
viscosity extrapolated to zero-shear conditions, is used). In gas-assisted atomization it
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is conceivable that solids content, temperature, and shear rate will change
significantly during the droplet formation process, and it may be necessary to account
for these changes.
In addition, under some circumstances black liquor may not be a Newtonian fluid.
At elevated temperature and low solids concentration black liquor is a Newtonian
fluid i.e. viscosity is independent of shear rate. Based on their data, Zaman and Fricke
(1996) state that above 130°C and below 83% DS Newtonian behavior may be
expected (these conditions are met in the New Bern schematic in Figure 3). At lower
temperatures non-Newtonian behavior may be observed at solids content as low as
50% DS (Zaman and Fricke, 1994), and is generally shear thinning. They state that
“the degree of shear thinning increases with decreasing temperature or increasing
solids concentrations.” Shear thinning behavior is also reported by Euhus (1999).
Increasing temperature generally has the effect of decreasing viscosity whereas
increasing solids content will do the opposite. Both effects are seen in the data of
Zaman and Fricke, 1996.
The shear thinning behavior of black liquor is explained by changes to its
character as solids content increases. Adams and Frederick, 1988, write that below
50% DS, water is the continuous phase and the inorganics and organic material are
dissolved or suspended in it. Somewhere above 50% DS the polymeric solids become
the continuous phase, with water distributed in it. Black liquor at high solids may thus
be considered a polymer solution. Munson et al., 2002, note that many polymer
solutions and colloidal suspensions are shear thinning. They give latex paint as an
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example familiar to most people: it does not drip easily from a brush, but flows
smoothly when the brush is moved along a wall.

2.2.6 Combustion Behavior
Black liquor droplet gasification proceeds through three stages: drying, pyrolysis
(or devolatilization) and char gasification (Whitty, 1997). While the purpose of
atomization or a spray is to prepare droplets for these processes, it is possible that
drying begins before droplet formation is complete. Droplet diameters usually
increase during drying up to 50% (Adams 1997). This swelling results in significant
changes to drag forces and density. Viscosity also changes as % DS increases, and as
mentioned before, surface tension changes dramatically after the formation of a new
surface. The swelling and drying of a droplet should be taken into account in droplet
formation modeling if it is shown that the processes overlap.

2.3 Black Liquor Sprays
Studies of black liquor sprays have largely focused on commercial nozzles such
as the splash-plate design, with a few exceptions that studied novel atomizer designs
such as Bousfield, 1990, and Loebker and Empie, 1999. Measurements have typically
been done with high speed imaging, and there is a good mix of empirical and
theoretical work. The research reviewed here is that which is relevant to the goals of
this work.
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2.3.1 Droplet Formation
The droplet formation process for splash-plate nozzles has been studied
extensively with many descriptions throughout the literature. Except in the case of
heavy flashing (as described in Section 2.3.5: Flashing – Black Liquor Community
Definition) the jet of liquid impinging on the angled plate forms a sheet covering an
arc that may be almost as wide as 180°. The diverging nature of the sheet causes
thinning that leads to perforation and the formation of rims. Perforation is also driven
by the growth of wave disturbances in the sheet. The rims break into ligaments which
may break further into droplets, or smaller ligaments. Depending on the flow
parameters (notably liquor temperature relative to the EBP), the appearance of wave
growth may become more or less obvious, indicating changes in dominant processes.
Adams et al., 1997, note that VeeJet and swirl cone nozzles, despite their different
construction, also form sheets that break up by similar mechanisms. The sheet is flat
in the case of the VeeJet and conical for the swirl cone.

2.3.2 Droplet Shape
Loebker and Empie, 1999, using corn syrup as a model fluid, observed that at low
viscosities droplets tended to become spherical quite quickly. At high viscosity
however, longer strands or ligaments would persist further downstream. Their shape
was described as similar to cylinders with hemispherical ends. Given the high
viscosity of liquor and the expected increase in viscosity as drying proceeds, it is to
be expected that liquor sprays will exhibit unusual shapes that may not break up as
they proceed downstream.
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Miikkulainen and Kankkunen, 2003, report percentages of imaged droplets that
were spherical for some of their splash-plate data. At best, less than 50% of droplets
were spherical, and more often only about one quarter were spherical.

2.3.3 Diameter Measurement Methods
Given that black liquor droplets exhibit unusual shapes, the measurement of size
by any automated method (such as image analysis) relies heavily on simplifying
assumptions. Miikkulainen and Kankkunen, 2003, state an assumption that nonspherical particles eventually form spheres of equal volume. It is not stated how
volume is measured, but presumably this is based on a measurement of area and/or
perimeter of a droplet in an image. Loebker and Empie, 1999, assume that the
measured area is proportional to the droplet volume, and that the measured perimeter
is proportional to the droplet surface area. Droplets in their analysis are converted to
cylinders with hemispherical ends and then diameters are calculated based on a
sphere with equal volume.
High speed imaging is the most common method reported in the literature for
black liquor spray studies. Presumably this is because other methods such as PDPA
measure diameter assuming spherical droplets, but do not return any data to evaluate
the assumption.

2.3.4 Droplet Size Distributions
Numerous experimental investigators have compared their measured droplet size
distributions to various mathematical distribution functions and the majority of the
time, the square-root normal distribution was found to fit closest. Using splash-plate
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nozzles, Kankkunen and Miikkulainen, 2003, found that the square-root normal
distribution fit their drop size data slightly better than the log-normal, RosinRammler, and normal distributions. Loebker and Empie, 1999, also found that the
square-root normal distribution fit best.
Empie et al., 1992, compared the log-normal, square-root normal, upper limit-lognormal, and Rosin-Rammler distributions, and also chose the square-root normal.
Splash-plate, VeeJet, and swirl cone nozzles were used. They point out that for their
data the ratio of the standard deviation to the square root of the MMD is essentially
constant for any given nozzle. This allowed the use of the square-root normal
distribution as a single parameter model based on the MMD. They state that:
“What is essential is the balance between viscous, inertial,
pressure, and surface tension forces present in the system. These are
dependent upon fluid properties, flow velocities, and nozzle
dimensions, i.e., the fluid mechanics of the system. There are no
independently applied forces to change or upset the naturally occurring
balance. This would imply that changes in drop size distribution, both
in shape and width, must come from a nozzle design that features
some independent external force, such as vibratory assist.”
It is not stated whether an atomizing gas could be considered an independent
external force.
Kankkunen and Miikkulainen, 2003, define a range of drop sizes below which
droplets are considered carryover and above which are considered too large. Using
the distributions fitted to their data they show that less than 3.7% of the liquor would
become carryover, whereas 2-76% of particles could be too large, depending on
operating parameters. This result indicates that even if the distribution width cannot
be narrowed, the distribution can be moved in such a way as to decrease the amount
of mass in an undesirable size range.
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2.3.5 Flashing – Black Liquor Community Definition
In a discussion on droplet disintegration by Adams and Fredrick, 1988, they refer
to studies of black liquor drying where droplets were exposed to a high-temperature
environment and internal vaporization occurred. The droplets were routinely observed
to expand rapidly, burst, and then collapse without shattering. They attribute this
behavior to the fact that the polymeric dry solids material is the continuous phase
under typical firing conditions. From these observations it is expected that flashing as
defined by the spray community would not occur in black liquor sprays (see Section
2.1.6: Flashing – Atomization Community Definition).
The word “flashing” is however used in the black liquor community. When
liquors are pumped at temperatures 3 – 8°C or more above the EBP, steam forms in
the lines leading to the nozzle. This is known as flashing and when it occurs there is a
dramatic change in the spray appearance. The volume flow rate of the two-phase flow
is higher than the non-flashing case and thus the velocity of the spray at the centerline
increases (Kankkunen and Miikkulainen, 2003). The sheet formed by the nozzle is
shorter, or even non-existent (Miikkulainen and Kankkunen, 2003), which is
attributed to the steam creating discontinuities in the liquid phase inside the nozzle
tube. Empie at al., 1992, report that at some temperature (115°C at 60% DS and
130°C at 70% DS) their data showed an abrupt decrease by a factor of two in mean
droplet size. This was probably due to the onset of flashing.
Kankkunen and Miikkulainen, 2003, note that flashing primarily accelerates the
flow. It may be true that the acceleration of the flow is the primary cause of reduced
mean droplet size, and that discontinuities in the liquor are only a minor contributing
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factor. Loebker and Empie, 1999, suggest that pressurized gas in the flow rapidly
expands as it leaves a nozzle and the explosion results in atomization that does not
require the formation of sheets or ligaments.

2.3.6 Effect of the Combustion Environment
There are conflicting opinions and little data available on the effect of the furnace
environment on black liquor sprays. Spielbauer et al., 1991, note that “though the
basic mechanism appears to be the same, there are some differences between the
sprays observed in a hot furnace environment and one observed with hot concentrated
liquor in a cold laboratory spray chamber.” One of those differences was that the
sheet of liquid was perforated more immediately in the hot environment.
More recently Kankkunen and Miikulainen, 2003, used a furnace endoscope to
compare the spray in an operating recovery boiler to the spray from an identical
nozzle in an unheated spray chamber supplied with liquor from the same system.
They said that:
“Spray formation was observed to be similar in the spraying
chamber and furnace, and therefore the spray characteristics measured
in the test chamber are assumed to be applicable to furnace conditions,
as proposed by Miikkulainen et al. Secondary atomization in the
furnace is not expected because of the high viscosity of the particles
and relatively low velocity and gas density in the furnace.”
Most studies in this area appear to be specific to the geometry of the splash-plate
nozzle in the recovery boiler. A work that appears relevant to the gasifier
environment is that of Bousfield, 1990. Bousfield studied jets of low solids liquor
sprayed into quiescent air in a cylindrical furnace. He noted that hot jets of liquor
(108°C) in the furnace had increased breakup lengths relative to the same jet in
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quiescent air. This was attributed to the formation of a high solids skin on the jet as a
result of surface-only drying. A heat transfer analysis was performed and
relationships derived to predict the time scales of droplet formation and skin
formation. It was predicted that high solids liquor sprayed into heated conditions (i.e.
normal industrial conditions) would form ligaments rather than droplets; however no
high solids sprays were imaged. The analysis predicted that skin formation should
happen faster than droplet formation.

2.3.7 Effervescent Atomization
Loebker and Empie, 1999, studied a novel modification of a VeeJet nozzle. Gas
was injected into the liquor upstream of the nozzle, and then distributed through the
liquid using a static mixer (which presumably mixes the two phases by virtue of the
fluids’ motion through it rather than its motion through the fluid). The technique is
known as effervescent atomization and allows independent control of mean droplet
size without changing other key boiler operating conditions such as the liquor
temperature.
Control of the mean droplet size is effected by manipulating the gas/liquid mass
flow ratio (GLR). MMD was shown to decrease as GLR increased for corn syrup
with nitrogen as the injected gas.
Important conclusions from this work are as follows:
1. The sprays produced drop size distributions that could be best represented by
a square-root normal function, consistent with previous black liquor spray
data.
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2. Liquid only sprays displayed a thick outer rim (also observed with liquor
sprays by Empie et al., 1997) which would be expected to produce large
droplets and increase the standard deviation of the distribution if included in
the data (which it was not). The rim was absent in the effervescent sprays.
3. At the higher viscosities and low GLR, sprays containing unusually large
strands and globules were seen. These sprays were better described by a
normal distribution, but if a square-root normal distribution was assumed,
lower values for the standard deviation (normalized by the square root of the
MMD) were obtained. The standard deviation increased to liquid-only levels
(excluding data from the outer rim) as GLR was increased.
The last two points indicate the potential of the method to obtain a narrower drop
size distribution than current methods, but only under a limited range of conditions.
As a result of the rim that probably forms large droplets, the nozzles used may
produce wider distributions in liquid-only operation than would be expected based on
data such as that presented in Section 2.1.9: Dependence of Size Distribution on
Mean Droplet Size.
The data above demonstrates the potential of gas-assisted atomization to control
mean drop size without changing liquid flow parameters such as temperature. There
are few, if any, other studies of black liquor sprays using an atomizing gas in the
literature.

2.3.8 Spray Shape and Mass Distribution
Most black liquor spray studies have used industrial splash-plate and/or VeeJet
nozzles. Empie et al., 1997, reported that both of these nozzle types produce flat, fan45

shaped sheets of liquor with maximum mass flux along the centerline. The mass flux
exhibits approximately parabolic dependence on the angular position, decreasing to
the edge of the sheet where a thick, slow-moving rim is found. Spray angle, which
was dependent on flow rate and viscosity, was also reported. Both spray angle and
mass flux are of interest for the purposes of mathematical boiler combustion models.
In the effervescent atomization study described above (Loebker and Empie, 1999)
the use of atomizing gas changed the spray shape from a flat sheet to an elliptical
cone.

2.4 Summary
Based on the information in this literature review, the following points could be
made relative to this work:
1. The characteristic size of the nozzle and its design are important factors in
determining the spray properties.
2. Flow parameters such as the liquid Reynolds number and aerodynamic Weber
number determine the breakup mechanism and spray properties. Generally at
least four such independent dimensionless groups should be matched to ensure
similarity between sprays.
3. Depending on the flow parameters, different forces may be dominant such as,
but not limited to: surface tension, viscous, inertial, and aerodynamic forces.
4. Generally the direction of effects on droplet size of various forces and fluid
properties are consistent and known from previous work.
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5. The width of the droplet size distribution has previously been shown to be
related to the mean droplet size for many practical atomizers (with the notable
exception of effervescent atomizers in a limited operating window), and may
not be independently controllable for air-assist atomizers.
6. The properties of black liquor are vastly different from most commonly
sprayed liquids, which may lead to unusual spray behavior. These properties
include very high viscosity, non-Newtonian rheology, and that it may be
considered a polymer solution or colloidal suspension under certain
circumstances.
7. The properties of the liquor may vary widely and rapidly during the droplet
formation process.
8. Low solids liquor has been sprayed into high-temperature furnaces, and high
solids liquor has been sprayed into cold chambers, but for various practical
reasons high solids black liquor sprays have never been quantitatively
analyzed in a heated environment.
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3 Experimental Setup
The sprays of two liquids were studied: distilled water and black liquor. Their
relevant properties are presented in the first section of this chapter. Subsequent
sections cover in detail the equipment and methods used. For the purposes of this
discussion the experimental setup is divided into the five subsystems identified in
Figure 8.
A Seepex progressive cavity pump was used to deliver the liquid to the nozzle. A
heat tracing system could heat the tank, pump, lines, and spray chamber when
required. Regulated compressed air was supplied to the nozzle to atomize the liquid.
The resulting spray was imaged with a high speed camera with backlighting. The
nozzle was placed inside the (heated) spray chamber by means of a water-cooled,
height-adjustable probe. The spray images were analyzed using MATLAB code to
determine droplet sizes and other information.

3.1 Liquid Properties
Water was used as a benchmark fluid because of its common use in nozzle
characterization. The properties used for calculation were taken from Munson et al.
(2002) and are shown in Table 4. The properties of air used in calculations were taken
from the same reference.
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Figure 8. Overview of the experimental setup showing five major subsystems.

Table 4. Properties of water (Munson et al., 2002)
Value

Units

1000

kg / m 3

Dynamic Viscosity

1.12 × 10 −3

kg / m ⋅ s

Surface Tension

7.34 × 10 −2

N /m

Density
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The black liquor used was a softwood/hardwood blend initially at 46% DS, and
concentrated to 70% DS. Immediately after concentration the density was measured
at 107°C. The intended operating temperature was 110°C and thus all properties were
measured at or near this temperature.
Density of the liquor was calculated from the mass of a known volume of liquor
at 107°C. A volume of 1933 ml weighed 2482 g giving a density of 1284 kg/m3.
Viscosity was measured with the Hoeppler falling-ball viscosimeter shown in
Figure 9. Referring to the figure, the liquid to be tested is placed in the small diameter
tube with three circumferential marks. It should be noted that the tube is angled from
the vertical to cause the ball to roll down one side of the tube. This allows the ball to
be seen even in opaque liquids such as black liquor.
The large diameter tube is a water jacket for controlling the sample temperature.
In this experiment it was filled with heated Glycerin to achieve temperatures above
the boiling point of water (100-107°C). A metallic ball is placed in the inner tube
with the sample. Once it has reached the bottom of the tube, the instrument is inverted
on its stand to cause the ball to fall through the liquid. A stopwatch is used to time the
interval between the ball passing the top and bottom marks on the tube. Calibration
values for the ball and tube used are provided in the manual and are used with the
measured time to calculate a viscosity.
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Figure 9. The Hoeppler viscosimeter used to measure the black liquor viscosity (Source:
Viscosimeter manual, Fish-Schurman Corporation).

The experiment was performed five times at various temperatures. The data are
shown in Figure 10. The data show the strong, non-linear dependence of viscosity on
temperature. The three data points above 100°C were averaged to give a viscosity of
1.23x10-1 kg/m-s. The viscosity calculations included details such as accounting for
thermal expansion of the calibrated ball.
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Figure 10. Results of the 70% DS black liquor viscosity measurement experiments.

Surface tension was measured using the following method:
1. Two Pyrex tubes were measured for internal diameter and precisely weighed
(with a scale of 100 μg resolution). Internal diameters were 0.914 mm and
2.261 mm.
2. The Pyrex tubes and a glass dish of liquor were heated gently over a Bunsen
burner to 107°C (as measured by a thermocouple in the liquor).
3. The skin on the surface of the heated liquor was broken and the ends of the
tubes brought into contact with the liquid thus exposed. The action of surface
tension drew liquor into the tubes to some height.
4. The tubes were then weighed to determine the mass of liquor drawn up by
surface tension for each tube. This was determined to be easier and more
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accurate than measuring the height of a column of liquid with a curved
meniscus at the top.
5. A drop of heated liquor was placed on a Pyrex surface and photographed to
determine the contact angle of black liquor on Pyrex.
6. Using the contact angle, tube dimensions, and mass of liquor drawn up in each
tube, surface tension was calculated from a simple force balance.
There was some difficulty experienced in obtaining accurate measurements for
surface tension. This was not a concern as the values obtained were within the range
of values reported in the literature and as mentioned in the literature review, the
surface tension changes dramatically in the first few seconds after a new surface is
formed. The dimensionless groups ( Oh and We A ) calculated from surface tension in
this work should be considered estimates only. Surface tension and the other
measured properties show that the liquor used was representative of typical industrial
high solids liquors.
The low repeatability in the surface tension results (0.039 N/m and 0.054 N/m)
was attributed to the difficulty of controlling the temperature of the tubes during the
experiment. As mentioned, both results were within the range of values reported in
the literature for high solids black liquor.
It was questionable how productive it would be to obtain more accurate
measurements, given the difficulty of handling black liquor and the fact that the value
of surface tension probably changes drastically during droplet formation processes
anyway. The two results were averaged and the result of 0.047 N/m was used as a
representative value. Based on trends in the data of Ferreira et al. (2005) who
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measured surface tension for liquors of 0 – 55% DS, values of 0.03 – 0.05 N/m could
be expected for liquors of 70% DS.
The liquor properties measured are summarized in Table 5 and are comparable to
values in the literature.

Table 5. Properties of the 70% DS black liquor.

Density (at 107°C)

Value

Units

1284

kg / m 3

1.23 × 10 −1

kg / m ⋅ s

4.66 × 10 −2

N /m

Dynamic Viscosity (average of 3
measurements from 100-110°C)
Surface Tension
(at or near 107°C)

3.2 Liquid Delivery System
A schematic diagram of the liquid delivery system is shown in Figure 11. The
water or black liquor was placed in a stainless steel tank mounted above the suction
side of the Seepex progressive cavity positive displacement pump. A water jacket
with electric heater and stirrer was built around the tank to allow controlled heating of
the tank to 80°C. The pump was wrapped in heat tape and insulated so that it could
also be heated (up to 80°C).
The pump rotor was turned by an electric motor without feedback control. Its
range of speed was 15-400 RPM. Pump shaft revolutions were timed with a switch on
the pump shaft connected to an oscilloscope. This data was used with the pump
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displacement per revolution to calculate liquid flow rates. Measurement of the pump
displacement is presented shortly.
The pump motor drive was connected to a float switch in the tank and an
overpressure sensor at the pump outlet. These two sensors would automatically shut
off the pump in the event of an empty tank or line blockage. The pressure sensor was
protected from the black liquor with a stainless steel gauge guard (or diaphragm seal)
filled with glycerin.

Figure 11. Schematic diagram of the liquid delivery system.

The flexible Teflon line from the pump to the nozzle was heat-traced to allow
control of the final delivery temperature. This line passed through a 0.9 m long waterjacketed probe, with the nozzle mounted at the end pointing vertically downwards.
The probe was mounted above the 0.6 m long vertical tubular furnace with a quick
release clamp to allow easy adjustment of the nozzle position relative to the furnace.
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Repeatable probe positions were obtained using spacers in conjunction with the
clamp.
The pump displacement per revolution was measured by weighing the distilled
water delivered by the pump over a known number of revolutions. Different pump
speeds were used to ensure that the displacement was independent of pump speed.
The revolution data was obtained from the oscilloscope connected to a switch on the
pump shaft. This switch was activated once per revolution. Data from this calibration
is presented in Figure 12 and gave an average displacement per revolution of
0.201 ml. The data, when normalized by number of revolutions showed exceptionally
good repeatability (Figure 13).
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Figure 12. Data used to calculate the pump displacement per revolution.
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Figure 13. Repeatability of the pump displacement data. Minor gridlines correspond to 5% of
the nominal displacement value and indicate that repeatability is within ~1%.

It should be noted by anybody replicating this setup that the single-acting
mechanical seal on this pump worked well for distilled water and low-solids black
liquor (46% DS), but was destroyed by the high solids liquor. The seal is a dynamic
mechanical seal that leaks slightly under normal operation. It was concluded after
discussions with the manufacturer that the failure was probably caused by black
liquor sticking the sliding faces of the seal together when it had leaked and dried in
contact with the outside air. A possible remedy would be to replace the seal with a
similar seal with water quench added to the outside, or better, a double acting seal
with pressurized water between the two sealing stages.
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3.2.1 Nozzles
All nozzles used in this work were sourced from Spraying Systems Co. To fit the
space constraints of the water-jacketed probe, a back connect nozzle body was used
as shown in Figure 14, with various interchangeable fluid and air caps as detailed in
Table 6. The internal mix air cap was used initially but the camera was not
sufficiently fast to image its spray. As a result of this and other issues, only limited
data is shown for this nozzle. More detailed results were then obtained using external
mix air caps.

Table 6. Part numbers and key dimensions of air and fluid caps used in this work.
Spraying Systems Co. Part No.*

Inside Diameter

Outside Diameter

(ID) mm

(OD) mm

Comments
Fluid caps can be

Fluid Caps
2050SS

0.52

1.265

used for internal

2850SS

0.72

1.265

or external mix

67147SS

1.21

-

Internal mix

64SS

1.624

-

External mix

70SS

1.787

-

External mix

Air Caps

*The part numbers are indicative of nominal dimensions in thousandths of an inch.
SS refers to stainless steel.
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Figure 14. Diagram of the Spraying Systems Co. 1/4J BC nozzle assembly.

3.3 Heating Power and Control System
The water jacket surrounding the tank (refer to Figure 11) was heated up to 80°C
with an electric immersion heater. A type K thermocouple in the water jacket was
connected to a Chromalox 2104 controller which supplied power to the heater
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through a solid state relay. A stirrer in the water jacket was used to maintain even
temperatures.
A short length of 300 W heat tape was wrapped around the pump body and a
type K thermocouple added. Thermal insulating material was then wrapped around
this assembly. A Chromalox 2104 controller was again used, with an identical
feedback loop to that described above for the tank heating. The pump was not heated
above 80°C in accordance with recommendations from the manufacturer.
The Teflon line to the nozzle was manufactured by Atmo-Seal Engineering Inc. in
Troy, MI. It consists of a 6.35 mm (¼”) ID Teflon line 3 m (10 ft) long surrounded by
heat tape (300 W) and thermal insulation. The ends were stainless steel ¼” male NPT
pipe fittings to mate with the nozzle and pump outlet plumbing. A type K
thermocouple was built in which was connected to a Chromalox 2104 controller
controlling power with a phase-angle-fired SCR (silicon controlled rectifier). The
SCR allowed for more precise control of the line temperature than would be achieved
with the relay based systems described above.
The heated chamber/tubular furnace was heated to 1000°C with four
Molybdenum-Disilicide heating elements with a combined power of 18 kW. Power
was controlled with a phase-angle-fired SCR controlled by a Chromalox 2104
controller. Temperature feedback was provided by an alumina sheathed, type K
thermocouple located next to the main furnace tube. Further descriptions and
diagrams of the furnace are given in Section 3.5: Heated Chamber.
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3.4 Atomizing Air System
The compressed air supply to the nozzle was connected to the house air, and
passed through two single-stage regulators to minimize fluctuations in pressure at the
nozzle. The final regulator had a precision pressure gauge to allow precise adjustment
of air flow (2-100 psig in 1 psi (6.9 kPa) increments). Air mass flow was measured
with a rotameter and thermocouple just downstream of the second regulator. Flexible
hose was used for the air line except inside the height adjustable probe, where
stainless steel tubing clamped to the collar at the top of the probe was used to provide
mechanical support to the nozzle.
Part of the data acquisition procedure was to measure the temperature of the air
flow immediately after the nozzle exit, with the liquid flow turned off (with a positive
displacement pump and the external mix nozzles used, air and liquid flows were
independent of each other). This temperature was measured using a fine gage, type T
thermocouple. The ideal gas law was used with the ambient pressure from that day
(measured by a mercury barometer) to calculate the air density after the nozzle exit
based on the measured temperature. Air velocity could then be calculated from the
density and mass flow. If the calculation yielded a velocity in excess of the speed of
sound at the measured temperature, the nozzle was assumed choked and the
appropriate temperature dependent sonic velocity was used instead.

3.5 Heated Chamber
To enable sprays to be injected into heated conditions a vertical tubular furnace
was used as shown in Figure 15. The Silicon Carbide (SiC) tube is 0.6 m long and
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150 mm in diameter and is heated with four Molybdenum-Disilicide heaters. Below
the furnace is an induced draft exhaust duct. A container was placed in the duct to
catch most of the droplets, and a slow air flow was maintained in the duct around the
container to discourage recirculation of entrained droplets into the camera’s field of
view.

Figure 15. Diagram of the tubular furnace.
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The large downward pointing black and white arrows in Figure 15 (and
Figure 16) indicate two air-flow schemes. For the data where the black liquor was
sprayed into hot conditions, the side access tubes to the main SiC tube were opened to
allow ambient air to enter the furnace from the side and travel downwards (black
arrows), being heated prior to passing the spray zone. For the sprays into cold
conditions the water-jacketed probe was lowered to place the nozzle below the
reactor. The side access tubes were blocked to prevent air flow through the reactor,
and thus encourage all air flowing through the spray zone into the exhaust duct to be
drawn from the unheated air around the spray (white arrows with black outline).

Figure 16. Diagram of the imaging locations for sprays in hot (left) and cold (right)
surroundings. The large arrows indicate the intended dominant air flow.

Figure 16 shows the relative positioning of the furnace and water-jacketed probe
for the hot and cold surroundings sprays. The areas imaged for analysis are also
shown. For cold surroundings the nozzle was well below the furnace and images were
taken at three locations. For hot furnace conditions around the spray, the nozzle was
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placed inside the furnace such that droplets leaving the nozzle traveled though 15 mm
of the 1000°C SiC tube and then 22 mm of hot alumina insulation before exiting the
furnace into the view of the camera.
The sprays were imaged at 0 and 15 mm downstream from the nozzle to provide
data over a large region where primary atomization was expected to occur. The
50 mm downstream location was chosen because it was the furthest location from the
nozzle that the camera could image while containing all droplets in the image within
the depth of field of the lens. This 50 mm location was expected to provide droplet
size data relevant to secondary atomization that occurred between the primary
atomization region and this location. It would also allow the maximum exposure of
the spray to the furnace while meeting the depth of field restriction just mentioned.
To determine if the images at 50mm downstream of the nozzle (where the spray
edges are excluded from the imaged area) were representative of the entire spray,
tests were performed with water sprays comparing spray edge images to spray axis
images. These tests produced very similar statistics for the two regions, indicating
that the sprays are uniform in nature at each axial location, and that the images taken
at 50mm are representative of the entire spray at that axial location. Sample results
from these tests are included in Appendix B.
Detailed drawings of the water-jacketed probe are presented in Appendix E.

3.6 Spray Imaging System
The spray images were obtained using a UNIQ UC-600CL camera with EPIX
XCAP Ltd v.2.2 for Windows software. The shortest exposure time available was
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16 μs and this was used almost exclusively, usually to obtain 24 images at 30 fps for
each data point. Images were saved as 8 bit grayscale bitmaps. The resolution was
658 x 494 and with the microscope lens used, one pixel typically corresponded to
about a 20 x 20 μm area of the spray. A millimeter scale was imaged for each set of
results to allow calibration. The lens used was a NAVITAR microscope lens with 2X
adapter (Part Numbers: 1-6044, 1-60135, 1-6030, and 1-6010).
A 1000 W spotlight was used as a backlight, sometimes with mirrors and lenses to
increase the intensity and uniformity of lighting. Images of the backlight without the
spray were also taken for each set of spray images to be used as an input to the image
analysis code.
The camera was mounted on an optics table on a precision jack with millimeter
scale to allow vertical movement to various locations relative to the nozzle.
The working distance was on the order of 0.5 m with the lens diameter on the
order of 0.01 m. As a result, changes in magnification with position in the field of
view were negligible. The field of view was measured to be about 0.05 m and this set
the limit on how far downstream of the nozzle the spray could be imaged while
maintaining good focus over the entire spray cone area.

3.6.1 Image Analysis Code
To obtain quantitative results from spray images, MATLAB code was written to
analyze the images. The code works as follows (with steps 1-3 illustrated in
Figure 17):
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Figure 17. An illustration of the first steps of image processing: (a) Image of backlighting, (b)
Spray image, (c) Result of dividing backlighting image by spray image and applying cutoff, (d)
Droplets in contact with image edge removed (including the unbroken jet).
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1. For each set of images there is one image of the backlighting without a spray.
This image is divided by a data (or spray) image to produce an array of 1’s
where no droplets exist and higher numbers where droplets do exist in the
image.
2. As there is some noise in the pixel values, the majority of pixels that do not
correspond to droplet locations are not exactly 1. To eliminate these points
while maximizing the ability to detect all possible droplets, a cutoff value of
1.15 is used. Pixels of value ≤ 1.15 are set to zero, all other pixels to 0.5 (an
arbitrarily chosen value). The cutoff value was determined by experiment, and
was demonstrated to eliminate greater than 99.9% of camera-related noise as
shown below.
3. All droplets in contact with the image boundaries are removed from the data
(by setting their pixel values to zero) to ensure that only whole droplets are
analyzed. The program has a subroutine that treats all connected pixels of
value 0.5 as being part of the same droplet.
4. The remaining pixels equal to 0.5 are then labeled with positive integers to
identify them. All groups of connected pixels are assigned the same droplet
identifying number. The algorithm does have the potential to count multiple
droplets as a single droplet, but this is unavoidable. The problem is minimized
by analyzing only sprays of relatively low droplet density.
5. The area equivalent droplet diameter is calculated by counting the pixels
contained in each droplet and converting this to the diameter of a circle that
would cover the same area as the area of those pixels. The conversion from
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pixels to μm is done using a conversion factor calculated from the imaged
millimeter scale mentioned above.
6. The above step assumes that each droplet is spherical. For some of the
analysis in the Results section this assumption is changed to an assumption of
cylindrical droplets to determine the effect on the results. To evaluate the
validity of the spherical droplet assumption and provide some quantitative
measure of droplet shape, the distance between every pair of pixels in a
droplet is measured to find the maximum straight line droplet dimension. The
asphericity is then calculated as this maximum dimension divided by the area
equivalent diameter. This parameter should be equal to unity for a sphere, and
greater than unity for irregular shapes. There is significant uncertainty in this
method for highly irregular shapes. A C-shaped ligament for example would
have a length much greater than the maximum straight line dimension.
Because of this, the asphericity data reported here should be considered
qualitative information.
A series of 24 images is analyzed as described, and the cumulative results
summarized with a histogram of area equivalent droplet diameters, a plot of
asphericity versus area equivalent diameter, and other summary statistics and
plots. The final version of the main analysis code is included in Appendix A.
It is worthy of note that large droplets have a higher probability of being in
contact with the edge of the image which could bias the results toward the smaller
droplets. This was a significant problem for the black liquor data where long stringy
ligaments were observed to be omitted from analysis when pieces of images were
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analyzed relative to the whole image. To minimize the problem the black liquor data
as a function of distance from the nozzle was only taken from whole images rather
than slices of images as was done with some of the water data. There is a trade off in
this that the results of larger images come from a wider range of locations in the spray
where the droplet size distribution may differ because of location relative to the
nozzle.

3.6.2 Sources of Uncertainty and Noise
Given the finite resolution of the camera and the 16 μs exposure time, there are
uncertainties related to the ability of the camera to image moving droplets without
blurring, and the ability to resolve small droplets that cover an area corresponding to
one pixel or less.
The results of most importance in this work are the droplet size mass
distributions. With respect to this result it is shown in Section 4.3.4: Fitting a
Distribution to the Sprays that the vast number of tiny droplets observed (on the order
of 1 pixel in size) has a negligible effect on the droplet size mass distribution. Further,
it is only these tiny droplets that are blurred significantly in the images. This is also
discussed further in Section 4.3.4 in connection with the results presented.
The droplet detection cutoff value of 1.15 mentioned in step 2 of the image
analysis above was found experimentally by taking 25 images of the backlighting
with no spray present and running the analysis code treating all but one of the images
(the backlighting image) as spray images. As it was known that no spray was present,
any droplets reported by the analysis were of course, noise. The cutoff value was
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adjusted from 1.05 to 1.25 and the results are shown in Figure 18. The vast majority
of “noise droplets” are of the single pixel variety. The cutoff value of 1.15 was
chosen to make the method as sensitive to real droplets as possible while rejecting
99.9% of this noise.
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Figure 18. Noise droplets detected in “no-spray” images as a function of the cutoff value used in
the analysis code.
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3.7 Additional Analysis Techniques and Methods
To improve readability of the Results and Discussion section, rather than detail
every technique and calculation method used in this section, they are explained where
necessary in the results.

3.8 Photographs of the Experimental Setup
The photographs on the next three pages (Figure 19 – Figure 21) serve to illustrate
the physical layout of the equipment.
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Figure 19. Physical layout of the experimental setup in its final location.
Key:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Primary air regulator
Secondary air regulator with precision gauge
Rotameter with thermocouple
Pump motor speed control
Heating controls for tank water jacket
Heating controls for pump heater
Heating controls for flexible Teflon line
Temperature readout for rotameter air temperature and other backup
thermocouples (pump heater, Teflon line)
Temperature readout for nozzle air exit temperature (type T thermocouple)
Oscilloscope for pump rotor shaft speed readout
Jack for camera height adjustment
High speed camera with microscope lens
Power controls (on/off) for camera and backlight
Image analysis computer
Heated chamber power supply (control panel is to the left of the area
photographed)
Thermocouple for heated chamber
Side access to SiC tube (shown open – would be blocked with alumina
insulation plug when closed)
Heater terminal for heated chamber (1 of 4)
Water-jacketed probe
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Figure 20. Physical layout of the upper part of the experimental setup (shown during initial
testing in another location).
Key:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Tank water jacket stirrer motor
Stainless steel black liquor tank
Heater cover for tank water jacket heater
Inlet and outlet connections for water-jacketed probe cooling (city water was
used)
Tank water jacket
Heated and insulated flexible Teflon line
Heated and insulated pump body
Pump motor
Water-jacketed probe
High speed camera
1000 W spotlight used as backlighting in combination with lenses and mirrors
in the foreground
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Figure 21. Close up of the water-jacketed probe and pump outlet.
Key:
1. Compressed air connection to stainless steel air tubing inside water-jacketed
probe
2. Clamp for mechanical support of nozzle through stainless steel air tubing
3. Handle for water-jacked probe
4. Overpressure sensor for pump
5. Water jacket around tank
6. Inlet for water-jacketed probe cooling water (3 inlets total, 2 shown)
7. Outlet for water-jacketed probe cooling water (3 outlets total, 1 shown)
8. Water-jacketed probe
9. Quick release clamp for water-jacketed probe height adjustment
10. Stainless steel gauge guard (or diaphragm seal) filled with glycerin
11. Pump body (prior to installation of heating strap and insulation)
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4 Results and Discussion
4.1 Internal Mix Nozzle
The first tests were done with an internal mix nozzle spraying distilled water or
low solids black liquor. The majority of droplets (by number) were traveling too fast
to be frozen by the camera and therefore droplet size distributions were not calculated
for this nozzle. For water sprays the droplet size range was estimated to be from
11 µm (corresponding to one pixel in the images) to 150 µm and most droplets that
were not motion-blurred appeared nearly spherical. Generally speaking, larger
droplets appeared to move slower. It was observed that higher atomizing air pressures
produced smaller droplets. Other data were obtained, which follows.

4.1.1 Spray Shape and Mass Distribution
To determine spray shape and liquid mass distribution, long exposure time images
were taken and compared to images of the backlighting with no spray. The degree to
which the spray blocked light from the backlight (backlight extinction) was calculated
and is shown in Figure 22 for a typical water spray 2 mm downstream from the
nozzle for a range of air pressures.
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Figure 22. Backlight extinction data for a typical water spray 2 mm downstream from the
internal mix nozzle.

When no air flowed through the nozzle a solid stream of water was imaged,
resulting in the line of extinction data indicated in Figure 22. As air pressure
increased the extinction profile became parabolic in appearance and spread wider
until some point where increases in air pressure no longer affected the extinction data
(and therefore spray shape and mass distribution). Fluid flow data taken at the same
time indicated that the nozzle became choked (with respect to air flow) between 27
and 55 kPa, depending on the liquid flow rate.
The extinction data can be converted to a radial mass distribution using an Abel
inversion. Results for the water spray are shown in Figure 23. As noted by Walsh et
al. (2000) the Abel inversion is based on the assumption of parallel light rays,
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whereas this setup used lenses that collect light in a cone. These results are therefore
somewhat inaccurate, but are instructive for a qualitative description of the spray.
Most mass in the spray is concentrated in the center of a nearly parabolic
distribution. As the liquid moves away from the nozzle there is a spreading of the
mass over a wider area, but a peak in liquid density remains at the center over the
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Figure 23. Radial mass distributions in a typical water spray from the internal mix nozzle.

The spray angle can be determined if the edge of the spray is located at different
distances from the nozzle. One method of locating spray edges uses the derivative of
the extinction data to find the point where extinction begins to rise suddenly. This
method gave a spray angle of 10.3° for the extinction data already shown. The nozzle
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is specified by the manufacturer to produce a spray angle between 13 and 15°, but
how the edge of the spray is determined was not stated by the manufacturer. It is
possible that measurements further downstream would produce slightly larger spray
angles as the jet loses momentum to the surrounding gas.
Another method that was used for all sprays in this work was to simply define the
edge of the spray as the point where extinction fell to near zero. This latter method
gave larger spray angles than those specified in the nozzle manufacturer’s catalog and
those calculated above. Data for the spray edges of typical water and 46% DS black
liquor sprays calculated using this latter method are shown in Figure 24 for the
internal mix nozzle.
Figure 24 shows that the spray edges for the two liquids are approximately the
same with the internal mix nozzle. The calculated spray angles were 26° for black
liquor and 27° for water.
The fact that the internal mix nozzle was at times choked with respect to air flow
raised questions regarding the nature of the flow at the nozzle exit. Some Schlieren
photographs were taken that confirmed compressible flow effects were present in the
air flow exiting this nozzle, however exactly what flow phenomena were controlling
the spray shape was not determined. An example image is shown in Figure 25.
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Figure 24. Spray edge data for typical water and 46% DS black liquor sprays from the internal
mix nozzle.

Figure 25. Schlieren photograph of air flow exiting the choked internal mix nozzle with no liquid
flow.
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4.1.2 Attachment of Liquid to Nozzle
Initial inspection of water spray images from the internal mix nozzle revealed a
core of finely atomized liquid, larger droplets apparently around the core of the jet,
and large liquid structures attached to the nozzle perimeter. An example image is
shown in Figure 26. A camera with a high frame rate (17900 fps) was used to
determine the source of the larger droplets. Six consecutive frames in Figure 27 show
a large droplet originating from a liquid ligament attached to the nozzle.
In observing many such broken ligaments it was seen that they appear to shrink as
they travel downstream. This probably means that their thickness out of the image
plane is increasing and that the original ligaments are very thin sheets of liquid. These
large droplets were also seen to change shape and sometimes break (secondary
atomization) as they moved downstream. This is also shown in Figure 27.
These large droplets formed from the attachments would widen the droplet size
mass distribution, and may even make it bimodal. Other investigators have made
similar conclusions to this where their nozzle formed a thick rim at the spray edge
that produced larger droplets than the remainder of the jet (Loebker and
Empie, 1999).
The nozzle used in the New Bern gasifier (shown in Figure 4) is an internal mix
nozzle, but with a different layout. An attempt to duplicate this layout was done by
reversing the liquid and air connections so that the atomizing air would pierce the
liquid flow in its center. It was observed that this modification caused a marked
increase in the extent of liquid attachment to the nozzle face. Figure 28 illustrates this
observation.
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Figure 26. An image of a water spray from the internal mix nozzle showing a well atomized core,
larger droplets apparently around the core and liquid structures attached to the nozzle. The
width of the image corresponds to 5.5 mm.

Figure 27. Six consecutive frames at 17900 fps show an attached liquid structure forming a large
water droplet inside the bold ellipses. The fine-line ellipses indicate a large droplet that deforms
and appears to break into smaller droplets.
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Figure 28. An image showing the increased attachment of water to the nozzle with the liquid and
air connections reversed. Compare Figure 26.

Heated black liquor at 46% DS was sprayed into room-temperature conditions
with and without atomizing air. Figure 29 was taken with the atomizing air off and
the liquor pumped at 122°C. The liquor was observed to boil as it exited the nozzle,
resulting in some breakup. It showed a much greater tendency than water to attach to
the nozzle, and its ligaments were visibly stronger. The nozzle in the image is seen to
be covered with black liquor deposits. The large (and therefore relatively heavy)
droplet attached by the thin neck remained attached during the image collection
period (1 second) and flexed at the neck without breaking off as droplets from the
boiling jet struck it. Other attached ligaments observed while the atomizing air was on
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were seen to remain attached as they gained mass from interaction with the jet, and
then lost it as large droplets were broken off.

Figure 29. Black liquor (46% DS) heated to 122°C sprayed without atomizing air into roomtemperature conditions. The large structure attached by a thin neck demonstrates the strength of
the attachment.
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4.1.3 Black Liquor (46% DS) Droplet Shapes
Figure 30 shows a 46% DS black liquor spray. There was usually no noticeable
difference between the appearance of this spray and a water spray at similar flow
rates. Droplet shapes and sizes are comparable except for the occasional long thin
structure such as that indicated in Figure 31. These long thin ligaments appear to
originate from the ligaments attached to the nozzle, however not all structures
originating from the attachments are long and thin. Figure 32 shows a black liquor
spray, with higher atomizing air pressure. The large ligament attached to the left of
the nozzle was the source of the 770 μm diameter droplet just below it. This droplet is
remarkably perfect in its shape, but many other round droplets of smaller sizes were
observed in other images.
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Figure 30. Black liquor (46% DS) heated to 85°C with atomizing air at 83 kPa sprayed into
room-temperature conditions.

Figure 31. Black liquor (46% DS) heated to 85°C with atomizing air at 83 kPa sprayed into
room-temperature conditions. A long thin structure is indicated by the arrow.
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Figure 32. Black liquor (46% DS) heated to 85°C with atomizing air at 138 kPa sprayed into
room-temperature conditions. The large round droplet is 770 μm in diameter.

4.1.4 Effect of Flashing
The 46% DS liquor was sprayed below and above its boiling temperature to
examine the effect of flashing. Figure 33 shows a typical pair of images. No
difference was observed, but this statement is made without having the ability to
measure the droplet size distributions. In previous studies of splash-plate nozzles
(Miikkulainen and Kankkunen, 2003, and others) flashing caused dramatic changes to
the spray character.
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Kankkunen and Miikkulainen, 2003, report spray centerline velocities of 9-15 m/s
for splash-plate nozzles, and note that flashing sprays had the higher velocities. In this
work the air velocities are on the order of 125 m/s and the liquid velocities are about
3 m/s. Even if the flashing phenomenon doubled the liquid velocity, the effect on the
relative air-liquid velocity would be insignificant. It is not surprising then that no
effect was seen. If the camera had been fast enough to image the spray it may have
been observed from analysis that flashing caused a slight increase in droplet size,
because the acceleration of the liquid would actually reduce the relative air-liquid
velocity. This is purely speculative, but it is interesting to note that the expected effect
of flashing is opposite to that observed for single fluid nozzles.

Figure 33. Black liquor (46% DS) heated to 85°C (left) and 120°C (right) with atomizing air at
83 kPa.
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4.2 External Mix Nozzles
After the initial tests with the internal mix nozzles, it was decided to switch to
external mix nozzles to avoid attachment of liquid to the nozzle and perhaps also
obtain a slower moving spray that could be frozen by the camera. Figure 34 compares
well atomized sprays from the two nozzle types with water. It can easily be seen that
for water sprays liquid attachment to the nozzle is not an issue for the external mix
nozzle, however there do appear to be tiny droplets on the nozzle face that were
possibly droplets entrained and carried back up to the nozzle by eddy currents. This
topic is addressed in Section 4.4: Black Liquor Compared to Water.

Figure 34. A comparison of well atomized water sprays from external and internal mix nozzles.
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Figure 35. Examples of typical images of (a) axisymmetric Rayleigh-type breakup, (b) nonaxisymmetric Rayleigh-type breakup, (c) membrane-type ligament breakup, and (d) fiber-type
ligament breakup (all images are water sprays with an external mix nozzle).
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Figure 36. Consecutive video frames of membrane-type ligament breakup illustrate the flapping
of the unbroken water jet resulting in membrane formation and spray pulsation.

The external mix nozzle was tested over a wide range of air flows and it was
found that it exhibited all the breakup regimes mentioned in the literature (see 2.1.4
Atomization Regimes – Liquid Jets in a Coaxial Gas Stream). Typical images are
shown in Figure 35. As can be seen in section (c) of the figure, the membrane-type
ligament breakup produces droplets that are slow enough to be frozen by the camera.
Once this was discovered, all sprays were operated in this regime. Figure 36 serves to
show more fully the jet behavior in this regime, including the flapping of the jet that
results in the liquid being stretched into a membrane.

4.3 Water Sprays from External Mix Nozzles
Results for one typical spray are shown in this section. Appendix B contains
additional results for water sprays that establish the following basic results:
1. Repeatability of the measurement technique.
2. The decrease in droplet size with increasing airflow.
3. The excessive blurring of images with high air velocities that produces invalid
analysis results.
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4.3.1 Appearance
The appearance of the water sprays has already been shown in Figure 35 (c) and
Figure 36 above. The jet flaps and spreads out into a membrane or ligaments which
form droplets. The droplets move downstream diverging from the spray axis.

4.3.2 Spray Shape and Mass Distribution
The spray shape was measured using the backlight extinction technique described
in Section 4.1.1: Spray Shape and Mass Distribution (i.e. the edge of the spray is
defined as the point where the extinction data goes to near zero values). The spray
angle was calculated to be 35° from the spray edge data shown in Figure 37. This
spray angle is greater than that calculated for the internal mix nozzle. The effect of
flow rates on the spray shape for this nozzle was not examined, but this data will be
compared to corresponding data for a 70% DS black liquor spray in Section 4.4.2:
Spray Shape and Mass Distribution.
The liquid mass distribution in the spray was calculated using the Abel inversion
technique already described. As mentioned before, this data is still subject to the
uncertainty from not using collimated backlighting. Figure 38 shows that the mass is
initially concentrated in the center of the jet, but the distribution of mass becomes
wider and more even with greater distance from the nozzle. This data is similar in
appearance to that for the internal mix nozzle.
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Figure 37. Spray edge data for the water spray from the external mix nozzle.
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Figure 38. Liquid mass distribution data for the water spray from the external mix nozzle.
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4.3.3 Droplet Shape and Asphericity
As seen in Figure 35 (c) the water droplets are slightly distorted spheres. The
asphericity for a typical water spray as a function of droplet size is shown in
Figure 39. The mean asphericity for this spray was 1.22. It can be seen that the
majority of the data is concentrated in the area of droplet diameters from 100-400 μm
with asphericity from 1.1-1.5. A few large, nearly spherical droplets exist. There are
also a few small non-spherical droplets but asphericity for all droplets is lower than 3.

Figure 39. Droplet asphericity for a typical water spray.
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4.3.4 Fitting a Distribution to the Sprays
Three theoretical distributions that have been used in the literature with success
(for example, Kankkunen and Miikkulainen, 2003) were compared to the water spray
data: log-normal, square-root normal, and Rosin-Rammler. It was found that the
square-root normal and Rosin-Rammler distributions fit best, but neither was better in
all cases. The square-root normal distribution (Equation 23) was chosen because it
allowed the most comparison with data in the literature. Several investigators have
calculated the normalized standard deviation of this distribution ( s * as defined in
Equation 24). Kankkunen and Miikkulainen, 2003, review several works and report
that it is generally accepted to be 0.24, though values have been reported as high as
0.38. This parameter gives an indication of the width of the distribution of droplet
sizes. The image analysis code was expanded to include a fitting of this distribution to
the data to calculate the value of s * for each spray analyzed.
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(24)

Most water sprays had s * values of 0.24 − 0.27 . A typical set of results for a
water spray is shown in Figure 40. As can be seen in the figure, other parameters such
as

D0.99
are close to typical values from the literature. The square-root normal
D0.5

distribution fits the data well, especially for the smaller droplet sizes.
The data in Figure 40 include the number distribution (top right) and mass
distribution (bottom center). Analysis of this water spray revealed that less than
0.052% of the spray mass was contained in the 9497 single pixel droplets. This
demonstrates that even though the camera may not detect or size droplets once they
become smaller than a single pixel, the uncertainty caused by this is insignificant in
the mass distribution calculations.
Another possible source of uncertainty is blurring of fast-moving droplets. Some
of the asphericity data that approaches an asphericity value of 3 is indicative of this
phenomenon. The general shape of the asphericity data for the water spray is
suggestive of the fact that smaller droplets are entrained and accelerated more easily
than larger droplets. This inverse relationship between droplet size and speed was
also observed in high-speed videos.
If all asphericity is due to blurring of perfectly spherical droplets, an asphericity
value of 1.8 corresponds to droplet velocities of 25 m/s or less for droplets of
diameters up to 500 μm. Nozzle exit velocity for the gas in this spray was measured
at 73 m/s. As most droplets below 500 μm diameter have asphericity values lower
than 1.8 we can conclude that most droplets (by number) are slower than 25 m/s for
this spray. This is significantly slower than the measured peak gas velocity.
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Figure 40. Typical image analysis results for a water spray.

How much the droplet size mass distribution is affected by blurring may be
estimated by noting that for the data shown in Figure 40, less than 5% of the spray
(by mass) has asphericity greater than 1.8, and 3.5% of the spray mass above
asphericity of 1.8 is contributed by only four droplets with area equivalent diameters
greater than 1000 μm. Seeing as it is known that large droplets such as these four
travel slowly enough to be frozen by the camera, only 1.5% of the spray mass could
be considered to have asphericity greater than 1.8 due to blurring alone.
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It is assumed based on this analysis that the percentage of droplets (by mass) that
are blurred in the results shown is a small fraction of the total spray mass (on the
order of 5% or less) and therefore has little effect on the shape, center, and width of
the calculated droplet size mass distribution.
Once it was established that the square-root normal distribution provided a good
fit to the data, the theoretical distribution was used to predict what value of SMD
should be targeted to maximize the liquid mass in the ideal droplet size range of 100300 μm (Kankkunen and Miikkulainen, 2003, performed a similar exercise for a
splash-plate nozzle – See Section 2.3.4: Droplet Size Distributions).
Using the theoretical distribution it was calculated that there was a relationship
between the MMD and the SMD as shown in Figure 41. Data from the results in
Appendix B are also shown in the figure, which provides some validation of this
model. The s * value used for the lines in Figure 41 and Figure 42 was the average
value for the four data points shown (0.26).
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Figure 41. MMD as a function of SMD as predicted by the square-root normal distribution, and
calculated from water spray data.

The percent of mass in the ideal droplet size range was also calculated as a
function of SMD. This is plotted with the data from Appendix B in Figure 42. The
model predicts that at best 76% of the mass could exist as droplets in the ideal range,
with 16% of the mass as smaller droplets and 8% as larger droplets. This optimum
occurs for an SMD of 148 μm, which could not be achieved in this work without
blurring the images. The valid data that was obtained agrees fairly well with the
model. Higher values for the amount of mass in the ideal range could be increased
beyond 76% if the value of s * could be decreased.
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Figure 42. Percent of spray mass in the ideal droplet size range as predicted by the square-root
normal distribution, and calculated from water spray data.

4.3.5 Droplet Formation and Secondary Atomization
The development of a water spray as droplets moved away from the nozzle was
studied by taking images covering an area 11 mm wide and 5 mm in the stream-wise
direction that were successively further from the nozzle. The droplet sizing results
from these were then plotted as a function of distance from the nozzle as shown in
Figure 43. The apparent rise in the droplet sizes associated with the last two
downstream locations seemed surprising and was investigated. There was one
unusually large droplet in this data set that was statistically an outlier. It was removed
from the data and the resulting data is shown plotted in Figure 44. It should be noted
that SMD and the 90% and 99% mass diameters are extremely sensitive to the largest
droplets because these droplets contain so much more mass than the smaller droplet
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sizes. To evaluate whether the large droplet sizes between 10 and 20 mm were the
result of one or two unusually large droplets, the data was examined manually. It was
found that a number of extremely large droplets had been removed from the analysis
because of their being in contact with the edge of the images. If anything, this peak in
droplet sizes is underestimated.
Using the figures and inspecting the images (Example image in Figure 45) it is
apparent that only small droplets break off from the jet in the first 5-7 mm. After this
region, large ligaments are formed by the breaking of the liquid stream. This is
followed by a decline in the 50%, 90% and 99% mass diameters while the smaller
diameter data remains largely unaffected. This decline is indicative of the secondary
atomization of the larger ligaments as they move downstream.
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Figure 43. Droplet size as a function of distance from the nozzle for a typical water spray.
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Figure 44. Droplet size as a function of distance from the nozzle for a typical water spray with
the largest droplet from the far downstream data removed (it was statistically an outlier).

Figure 45. Image of a water spray showing the initial release of small droplets from the
unbroken jet, followed by the breaking of the jet into large ligaments.
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4.4 Black Liquor Compared to Water
A 70% DS black liquor spray was compared to a water spray to better understand
the characteristics of black liquor droplet formation. The water was sprayed at roomtemperature, whereas the 70% DS liquor was sprayed at 110°C. Because the nozzle
body is unheated, the liquor probably exits the nozzle closer to 107°C where
properties were measured. In both cases the surroundings and atomizing air were at or
near room-temperature.
An example of each spray is seen in Figure 46. While the droplet shapes are
obviously different, both unbroken jets had a similar appearance near the nozzle. Both
jets appeared to move or flap from side to side rapidly changing the trajectory of the
liquid and shearing off ligaments. The liquid Reynolds number and Weber number
for the sprays are different, but close enough to place them both in the membrane
breakup regime. The values of these numbers are reported at the end of this section in
Table 7. The similarities in the jets end shortly after injection with the water
producing thicker ligaments surrounded by nearly spherical droplets while the black
liquor jet produces long narrow ligaments with no surrounding spherical droplets.
It should be noted that the nozzle face in the right of Figure 46 shows buildup of
black liquor material to a greater extent than seen for water in the right side of
Figure 34. The buildup of liquor increased throughout the period of data acquisition
and eventually resulted in large structures that had to be manually removed to obtain
a good spray for imaging. An extreme case photographed at the end of a run is shown
in Figure 47. When these attachments were present, extremely large droplets were
seen in the sprays (Figure 48 shows an example) in 10 out of 72 images. These were
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all excluded from the image analysis because of their being in contact with the image
edges. Presumably the ability of the liquor to form such large attached structures is
the increase in viscosity or strength as it dries. The origin of the initial material on the
face of the nozzle is thought to be tiny droplets that were entrained in a recirculating
flow near the nozzle.

Figure 46. Appearance at the nozzle exit of a water (left) and 70% DS black liquor spray (right)
in the membrane breakup regime.
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Figure 47. An extreme example of black liquor attached to the external mix nozzle after shutting
down the experiment.

Figure 48. An extremely large droplet seen in the spray 50 mm downstream from the external
mix nozzle when liquor structures had attached to the nozzle face. The height of this image
corresponds to 14.3 mm.
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As mentioned in Section 2.1.2: Important Variables and Dimensional Analysis, at
least four dimensionless groups should be matched to ensure similarity between
sprays. Because of the vast differences in properties between water and the liquor,
this was impossible, but those parameters that could be were matched as closely as
possible. Table 7 shows the values calculated for the two sprays, and Figure 49
provides a graphical representation of these on a logarithmic scale that emphasizes
the marked differences in some of the parameters. It could be argued that since both
sprays are in the membrane breakup regime on the Re L vs. We plot that these two
parameters are close enough for similarity. The mass flux ratios are also very similar,
but momentum flux ratios are not and gas Reynolds numbers and the Ohnesorge
numbers differ by at least an order of magnitude. It should not therefore be surprising
if the two sprays show significant differences.

Table 7. Comparison of dimensionless groups for the water and liquor sprays compared
in this section.
Symbol

Water

Black Liquor

Liquid Reynolds Number

Re L

1982

17

Aerodynamic Weber Number

We

49

241

Ohnesorge Number

Oh

0.0049

0.5926

Gas Reynolds Number

Re G

34806

375

Momentum Flux Ratio (air/liquid)

M

0.574

2.346

Mass Flux Ratio (liquid/air)

m

13.43

11.58

Dimensionless Group
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Figure 49. Comparison of dimensionless numbers for the water and liquor sprays compared in
this section. All values are normalized by the value for water. Note the logarithmic scale. See
Table 7 for actual values.

4.4.1 Downstream Appearance of Spray
Figure 46 showed the appearance of the two sprays at the nozzle exit. Figure 50
shows the same two sprays 15 mm downstream of the nozzle. The water ligaments
are more broken with an increased tendency towards spherical droplets, whereas the
liquor jet has produced long thin structures.
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Figure 50. Appearance of the water (left) and 70% DS black liquor sprays (right) 15 mm
downstream from the nozzle.

4.4.2 Spray Shape and Mass Distribution
The spray shape for the two liquids is shown by the data in Figure 51. The black
liquor spray angle is 41° and as mentioned above, the water spray angle is 35°. This is
a greater difference than observed between water and 46% DS liquor for the internal
mix nozzle (see Figure 24).
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Figure 51. Comparison of spray shapes for the water and black liquor sprays.

The liquid mass distribution data for the liquor is shown in Figure 52. It is
qualitatively similar to the water mass distribution in that it is initially heavily
weighted to the center of the jet. As seen by the data in the figure for 9 and 11 mm
downstream, the mass distribution becomes fairly uniform soon after leaving the
nozzle.
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Figure 52. Liquid mass distribution data for a black liquor spray from the external mix nozzle.

4.4.3 Droplet Shape and Asphericity
Plots of the asphericity versus droplet size for the two sprays are shown in
Figure 53. It can be seen that most water droplets have asphericity of less than 1.5,
whereas the liquor droplets have their distribution of asphericity centered near 1.5.
Maximum asphericity values are much higher for the liquor than the water and larger
liquor droplets tend to be more non-spherical, whereas larger water droplets tend to
have asphericity values closer to unity. It should be noted that many of the black
liquor structures seen are not straight, leading to an underestimation of their
maximum dimension and therefore asphericity, but the comparison is still instructive.
The two sprays used for this comparison of asphericity showed remarkable similarity
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in their droplet size distributions as analyzed by the code (which assumes spherical
droplets). The two analysis summaries are in Figure 40 and Figure 54.

Figure 53. Comparison of the asphericity of water droplets (left) and black liquor ligaments
(right).

As was discussed in Section 4.3.4 above, blurring of fast-moving droplets does
artificially create some asphericity, but calculations of droplet speeds show that the
larger droplets travel slow enough to have no blurring It is these larger droplets
(> 500 μm area equivalent diameter) that show the most interesting differences
between water and black liquor sprays. An inspection of the images leads to the same
conclusion that black liquor produces long thin structures whereas water produces
nearly spherical droplets.
Surface tension is the liquid property that encourages droplets to become
spherical while viscosity is the property that resists changes in shape. The Ohnesorge
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number ( Oh ) is frequently used when studying droplet formation, and is a
dimensionless ratio of viscous to surface tension forces. The values of Oh measured
in this work are shown in Equation 25. For the liquor, Oh is more than two orders of
magnitude greater, and so it is likely that this is a significant factor in the final shape
of the black liquor ligaments.
25

Ohwater = 0.004872
(25)

OhBL = 0.5926

4.4.4 Distribution Width
A set of image analysis results is shown in Figure 54. Most of the results are
based on a spherical droplet assumption which is clearly not the case for black liquor.
This assumption will be relaxed shortly. With the spherical droplet assumption
however, the distribution width measured by s * is 0.301 for the spray shown, which
is consistent with values reported in the literature. A statistical test on all s * values
obtained for the water and black liquor sprays (in cold surroundings) indicates that
there is a greater than 25% probability that the s * values are equal for the two fluids.
In other words, it is possible that the two fluids have the same normalized droplet size
mass distribution width with the variation in s * that was observed in these tests.
The shape of the square-root normal distribution also fits the data well,
particularly for the lower droplet sizes as was the case for the water sprays.
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The consistency of the s * data with literature values for conventional black
liquor nozzles suggests that atomizing air (or other gases) cannot be considered a
means to narrow the droplet size distribution independent of a representative droplet
size. This is in spite of the fact that relative gas-liquid velocities are markedly
different between traditional splash-plate nozzles and air-assist atomizers as discussed
in Section 4.1.4: Effect of Flashing.

Figure 54. Image analysis results for a black liquor spray (three image sets) in room-temperature
conditions 50 mm downstream from the nozzle.
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4.4.5 Assuming Cylindrical Droplets
Because the black liquor droplets could be considered more like long thin
cylinders than spheres, the analysis code was changed to calculate the same statistical
parameters as before, but based on the assumption that all droplets are cylinders with
their maximum straight line dimension as their length, and their projected area equal
to the area of pixels they occupied. Long cylinders of a given length will have a
greater surface area to volume ratio than a sphere with the same area equivalent
diameter. The purpose of a Sauter mean diameter is to represent a distribution of
diameters with a single diameter that represents the same surface area to volume ratio
as that of the entire spray. The diameters reported in Figure 55 are calculated as the
diameter of a sphere with the same surface area to volume ratio as the assumed
cylinder. This diameter should therefore be more accurate for predicting processes
controlled by surface area to volume ratios such as heat transfer and chemical
reactions. Bousfield, 1990, quotes research that concluded combustion of black liquor
is oxygen mass transfer controlled.
The mass distribution plot for the same set of images as analyzed for Figure 54
are shown in Figure 55 using the cylinder assumption. The center of the distribution
is at a smaller diameter than for the spherical assumption (388 rather than 952 μm),
but the value of s * is similar at 0.307 compared to 0.301. The same limits are used
on the horizontal axis as used in Figure 54 to emphasize the difference in the results
with the change in the droplet shape assumption. The decrease in representative
diameter does not mean that the black liquor droplets contain on average less mass
but that their surface area to volume ratios are equivalent to the surface area to
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volume ratio of smaller spheres. The surface area to volume ratio of a sphere
increases as the diameter gets smaller.
As may be obvious from an inspection of the two distributions in Figure 54 and
Figure 55, the cylinder assumption points out that even though the droplets of the
black liquor are larger in mass than the water droplets, the elongated shape of the
black liquor droplets results in a dramatic change to the amount of droplets that would
burn as if they were in the ideal range of 100-300 μm. In the data shown, this
parameter increases from 6 to 25% when the cylinder assumption is made.
It should be noted here that the mass median diameter, D0.5 , calculated assuming
the black liquor droplets are cylinders cannot be considered the MMD because
depending on their aspect ratio, two ligaments of the same calculated mass may have
“diameters” greater and larger than D0.5 . The notation is still used however for
consistency with Equation 23. When the spherical assumption was made, the
distribution was fit to the data by using D0.5 as measured and adjusting s . When the
cylindrical assumption was made, both D0.5 and s were adjusted to fit the data.
More examples of the square-root normal distribution fitted to droplet size data
are shown in Appendix D to demonstrate the appropriateness of this distribution for
the data when cylindrical droplets are assumed.
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Figure 55. Spray mass distribution data for the black liquor spray in Figure 54 assuming
cylindrical droplets.

Table 8. Comparison of square-root normal distribution parameters for the spherical and
cylindrical droplet assumptions (for three room-temperature
environment black liquor sprays).
Probability they
are the same

Assumption
Parameter
Representative Diameter
(μm)
( D0.5 in Equation 23)

s*

Spherical

Cylindrical

(from Student’s t-

Droplets

Droplets

test)

861

340

1056

420

1013

336

0.28

0.30

0.27

0.27

0.34

0.37
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1%

17%

Table 8 shows a summary of D0.5 and s * results when fit to three black liquor
spray image sets. These data were analyzed using the Student’s t-test to determine if
the differences in processing the data under the two assumptions produced differences
in the fitted D0.5 and s * results that were statistically significant. The results of
statistical analysis in the table show that the cylindrical droplet assumption
consistently produces smaller droplet sizes (the difference being statistically
significant with 99% confidence), but the normalized width of the distribution ( s * ) is
possibly the same for both assumptions.

4.4.6 Droplet Formation and Secondary Atomization
Section 4.3.5: Droplet Formation and Secondary Atomization presented data that
suggested large water droplets underwent secondary atomization as they moved away
from the nozzle. Similar data averaged from three black liquor sprays is presented in
Figure 56 and shows similar downward trends in the upper mass percentile diameters
as the distance from the nozzle increases. Individual data points for the 99th percentile
droplets at 22 and 57 mm are shown to illustrate repeatability of the data, which is
particularly good at 57 mm from the nozzle. A Student’s t-test on these data showed
that this reduction in size of the large droplets is statistically significant with at least
90% confidence. No large “outlier” droplets were noted in this data.
For water, this secondary atomization is caused by growth of oscillations due to
aerodynamic forces. For black liquor, where the ligament shapes are markedly
different to water spheroids, secondary breakup may be due to a different mechanism
such as ligaments stretching and breaking under inertial forces.
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Figure 56. Droplet size as a function of distance from the nozzle averaged from three black
liquor sprays.

4.5 Effect of the Hot Environment
4.5.1 Droplet Size and Size Distribution
The 70% DS black liquor was sprayed into room-temperature conditions and into
the lower region of the electrically heated spray chamber (heated to 1000°C). All
other conditions were kept the same for these two tests, and the spray was imaged
with the image center at 57 mm downstream from the nozzle. Three image sets from
each condition were analyzed. Key parameters (shown in Figure 57) appeared to
show a difference between the sprays in the two conditions. The Student’s t-test was
used to test for statistical significance of the differences and results are also shown in
Figure 57 as the probability that the hot and cold condition data came from the same
population. As all of these values are less than 5% we can be at least 95% confident
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that the hot environment had an effect on the spray. The parameter values reported
are based on the spherical droplet assumption.

Figure 57. Summary of results of image analysis on black liquor sprays in hot and cold
chambers. The Student’s t-test results show that all differences between hot and cold are
statistically significant (with > 95% confidence).

Larger droplets were produced in the high-temperature environment in these tests.
Since the fluid properties are initially the same for both black liquor sprays, the
change in size must be attributed to the higher ambient gas temperature. To better
interpret the meaning of this data, Figure 56 is reproduced in Figure 58 with the hot
chamber data included, joined to the cold chamber data by dotted lines. If we assume
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that heat transfer would not have affected the spray significantly within the first
25 mm, then the data from the cold environment can be used as an estimate for the
spray parameters in the hot conditions. It appears that very little, if any, breakup
occurs from 22-57 mm in the hot environment because the hot chamber data at
57 mm is the same as the cold chamber data at 22 mm (within error). This leads to the
conclusion that perhaps the hot environment is preventing secondary breakup. It is
interesting to note that s* was not significantly different for the two conditions, as
shown in Figure 59.
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Figure 58. Reproduction of Figure 56 with the hot chamber data added. Droplet sizes as a
function of distance from the nozzle averaged from three black liquor sprays for each condition
are shown. The hot chamber data at 57 mm from the nozzle is joined to the cold chamber data at
22 mm by dotted lines. Data points are the average from 3 image sets, error bars show the range
of values measured.
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Figure 59. Results of image analysis on black liquor sprays in hot and cold chambers: s*, the
normalized distribution width is not significantly different.

A complete results report for a black liquor spray into the hot environment is
shown in Figure 60. While the droplets sizes are larger, these results are in most
respects qualitatively similar to results from a black liquor spray in a roomtemperature environment (see Figure 54). Droplet shape (asphericity) may be an
exception, which is examined under the next heading.
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Figure 60. Image analysis results for a black liquor spray (three image sets) in a hot environment
50 mm downstream from the nozzle.

4.5.2 Droplet Shape
Figure 61 shows asphericity data for four randomly selected black liquor sprays:
two into room-temperature conditions and two into the furnace environment. Two
plots for each temperature are shown to demonstrate repeatability in the patterns in
the data. For all four plots the axes limits and initial fluid conditions are identical.
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Figure 61. Comparison of asphericity data for four randomly selected black liquor sprays in
room-temperature surroundings (left) and the furnace (right) 50 mm downstream from the
nozzle.

In the data for the sprays into room-temperature surroundings (left of the figure)
the majority of the data points are found in a band from 1.2 to 2 on the vertical axis.
For the hot environment data, the dense band of data points extends higher, closer to
2.5. It could be postulated from this comparison that the spray in the hot environment
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produces longer, thinner ligaments than a similar spray in cooler surroundings, or that
ligaments do not break in the furnace as readily as they would in cold surroundings.

4.5.3 Assuming Cylindrical Droplets
Table 9 shows a comparison of distribution parameters for the spherical vs.
cylindrical assumption. Like the corresponding data for the room-temperature
environment, the cylindrical droplet assumption produces smaller effective droplet
sizes than the spherical assumption, with a similar normalized distribution width.
The Student’s t-test was also performed on the cylindrical assumption data to
compare hot and room-temperature environment sprays. As was the case with the
spherical droplet assumption, the spray in the hot environment had larger droplets
(95% probability) with a normalized distribution width that was probably unchanged
(65% probability) relative to the cold environment.

Table 9. Comparison of square-root normal distribution parameters for the spherical and
cylindrical droplet assumptions (black liquor sprays in the furnace environment).
Probability they
are the same

Assumption
Parameter

D0.5

(μm )

s*

Spherical

Cylindrical

(from Student’s t-

Droplets

Droplets

test)

1350

486

1589

540

1353

428

0.31

0.27

0.30

0.29

0.35

0.33
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0.33%

9%

4.5.4 Comparison with Theoretical Predictions
Bousfield, 1990, presents equations to predict the time scales of droplet formation
and formation of a 90% DS skin for black liquor ligaments. These equations are
shown in Equations 26 and 27.

26

t drop =

ρd 3 ln(0.73 − 0.73 exp(− F / 12 k Oh ))
σ 6k c2 Oh − 2 9k c4 Oh 2 + k c2 − k c4

(26)

27

t skin =

(

)

H vap ρ d 2 − d i2 (1 − S / 90 )

(

4dσ ′ T − T j4
4
F

)

(27)

Where d is the ligament diameter, d i is the diameter inside the liquid where the
temperature rise is too small for skin formation (estimated to be 95% of d ), H vap is
the latent heat of vaporization for water, S is the initial % DS of the ligament, and σ ′
is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. Other parameters are defined as follows:
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F=

(vmax − v )
v
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Wed

(28)
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k=

πdf
v

(29)

30
0.333
⎞
⎛ − F ⎞⎞
k ⎛
k ⎞⎛⎜ ⎛
⎟
⎟⎟ ⎟
+ ⎜ k − ⎟ 1 − ⎜⎜1 − exp⎜⎜
kc =
⎟
⎜
⎟
10 ⎝
10 ⎠
⎝ 12 k Oh ⎠ ⎠
⎝ ⎝
⎠

(30)

Where v is the average jet velocity ( (v max − v ) therefore accounts for turbulence),
and f is the frequency of vibration in the jet (noting that these equations were
developed for use with a nozzle that had external vibrations applied via a
piezoelectric element.
A heat transfer analysis was performed to justify the claim that the surface of the
jet absorbs most of the thermal radiation as opposed to the entire thickness of the jet
increasing in temperature uniformly.
Bousfield applies these equations to a typical ligament from a 70% DS liquor
spray formed by a splash-plate nozzle in a 1000°C furnace and predicts that ligaments
rather than droplets will be formed. The time scales for droplet and skin formation are
calculated as 0.41 and 0.30 seconds respectively.
These equations were applied to the experimental conditions in this work using
similar assumptions to Bousfield. Ligament diameter was taken to be 0.3mm, and

(v max − v ) was assumed to be 1 × 10 −10

to approximate laminar flow while keeping the

equations stable. The time scales for droplet and skin formation calculated were 71
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and 32 milliseconds respectively. The theory thus predicts that skin formation will be
a significant factor in the spray breakup process for the spray into heated conditions.
The temperature of the surroundings at which the theory predicts t skin will become
smaller than t drop is 771 °C.
Bousfield, 1990, notes that the creation of a high viscosity skin, as predicted by
the above analysis, is capable of stopping droplet formation processes, and is likely to
be a phenomenon that increases in importance with furnace temperature.

4.5.5 Additional Observations of Skin Formation
Skin formation was observed to occur during heating of a glass dish of black
liquor to 107°C in preparation for the surface tension measurement. The skin was
seen to prevent the escape of vapor bubbles that formed below it, and exhibited
similar strength to the skin that initially forms on the surface of paint left to dry in an
open container.
A small amount of liquor on the end of a stirring rod was held in a Bunsen flame.
Swelling of the liquor was observed which was apparently caused by an outer skin
preventing the escape of vapor formed inside the droplet. The partially burned and
swollen liquor was then removed from the flame and broken open to reveal that it was
made of hollow bubbles.
Because the outer layer of liquor in these sprays is exposed to dry air and the
inside of the ligaments is not, it is obvious that this outer layer would give up its
water content first regardless of heat transfer considerations (hotter surroundings may
however increase the rate of evaporation from the surface). At this point, the liquor
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could either form a high solids skin, or the surface could remain hydrated as water
from the core diffuses through it. The above observations demonstrate that black
liquor forms a skin rather than remaining nearly homogeneous with respect to water
content. It appears that water can evaporate from liquor much faster that water can
diffuse through liquor.
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5 Conclusions and Recommendations
Referring back to the objectives of this work, the following conclusions could be
made relative to gas-assisted atomization:

5.1 Conclusions Regarding Water and High Solids Black
Liquor Sprays
High solids (i.e. 70% DS) black liquor and water have vastly different properties,
and not surprisingly exhibit significant differences in their sprays including:
1. Droplet shape: water droplets tend to become spheroids whereas black liquor
forms long thin ligaments.
2. Ability to form attachments to surfaces: black liquor exhibited a great ability
to form buildup on the nozzle face of both internal and external mix nozzles.
These attachments were essentially solid material that would not be removed
by gravity or gas flow once they reached some critical size, as would be the
case for water. These attachments are a concern because they can interact with
the spray to produce larger droplets than would otherwise form.
Despite these differences, characteristics of the droplet mass distributions for the
two liquid sprays were similar:
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1. Distribution shape: the square-root normal distribution fit the droplet mass
distribution data from both sprays remarkably well, particularly for droplets
below the MMD.
2. Normalized distribution width ( s * ): the standard deviation of the square-root
normal distribution normalized by the MMD was statistically the same for
both water and black liquor, and consistent with values reported in the
literature of 0.24 < s* < 0.38 for other black liquor nozzles such as the splashplate.
The following additional conclusions were made from the results shown:
1. The square-root normal distribution with the same normalized width of

0.24 < s* < 0.38 fit the black liquor data well when the assumption of
spherical droplets was changed to cylindrical. The effect of the assumption
change was to reduce the effective diameter of droplets in the spray,
consistent with an increase in surface area to volume ratio when changing the
shape of a given mass from a sphere to a high aspect ratio cylinder.
2. For the internal mix nozzle, spray shape was independent of the liquid being
sprayed for water and low solids liquor (46% DS).
3. Both water and black liquor sprays showed evidence of secondary breakup of
larger droplets in room-temperature surroundings. The mechanism of this
breakup may not be the same for the two liquids.
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5.2 Conclusions Regarding Atomization in the Furnace
Environment
When 70% DS black liquor was sprayed at 110°C (near the EBP) into a heated
environment (1000°C), the following changes were noted relative to the same spray
in room-temperature surroundings:
1. Droplet or ligament size increased at 50 mm from the nozzle.
2. The asphericity data changed in character, indicative of a lesser ability of
ligaments to reduce their surface area to volume ratios.
It was concluded by comparison with theory and other observations that skin
formation is likely a significant factor in the changes noted above and may be
preventing secondary breakup to some degree in the hot environment.
Like the previous sprays mentioned, the square-root normal distribution works
well to describe the droplet mass distribution, with a similar normalized distribution
width. This was the case whether ligaments were treated as spheres or cylinders in the
analysis.

5.3 Recommendations on Nozzle Selection and
Characterization
The results of this work do not identify a nozzle design that is clearly best for the
entrained flow gasifier at the University of Utah. The internal mix nozzle has the
problem of liquid attachment forming larger droplets and no droplet size distributions
could be measured for it in this work. It does however have the following advantages:
1. A narrower spray angle than the external mix nozzle. (While the
manufacturer’s catalog specifies that the external mix nozzle has a spray angle
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of 13-15°, the results above indicate that some liquid is still sprayed outside of
this cone. This may be partially due to the use of a positive displacement
pump rather than siphoning the liquid with the atomizing air as suggested in
the catalog).
2. The ability to maintain spray shape and mass distribution independent of
atomizing air flow rates (and hence droplet sizes) once the nozzle is choked
with respect to the atomizing gas flow.
The internal mix nozzle has the advantages of potentially less liquid attachment to
the nozzle face, and also the fact that its spray is well characterized in the results of
this work.
It is recommended that:
1. Nozzle selection be made based on the advantages of each nozzle noted
above, or if these results indicate that neither nozzle is suitable, that
alternative nozzle designs are examined.
2. Because flashing did not appear to have a noticeable effect on the spray, and
the theory does not predict such an effect, no effort should be exerted to pump
the liquor at higher temperatures than is convenient and practical.
3. Water not be used for black liquor nozzle or spray characterization because of
the differences in spray quality noted. A suitable surrogate fluid would need to
match at least four dimensionless groups including the Ohnesorge number,
and perhaps have a skin-forming tendency.
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5.4 Recommendations for Black Liquor Spray Modeling
The results presented show the importance of black liquor’s unusual properties,
notably skin formation, to droplet formation and shape at high solids content. The
temperature of the environment was also shown to be significant. It is therefore
recommended that those who model black liquor sprays be aware that:
1. Black liquor properties such as surface tension and viscosity are transient and
affected by time and heat transfer over exceptionally short time scales.
2. Ligaments are not homogenous with respect to properties such as % DS and
viscosity. Skin formation may produce an outer layer of dramatically different
properties to the core of a ligament.
3. Black liquor may exhibit non-Newtonian rheology. The likelihood of this
phenomenon occurring increases with solids content, and decreases with
temperature.
4. Secondary breakup of ligaments can occur (at least in room-temperature
surroundings) but a different mechanism to that used for spherical water
droplets may be responsible. It is possible that ligaments are snapped by
inertial forces rather than distorted aerodynamically. Skin formation may
prevent secondary breakup.
The data in the results section and appendices should be helpful in validating
spray modeling predictions with respect to droplet shape, size distributions, and other
characteristics. Sufficient nozzle geometry and results are presented in this work for
this purpose.
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5.5 Recommendations for Further Research
This work highlights the need for further research as follows:
1. Finding a suitable surrogate fluid for high solids black liquor would be useful.
Possible candidates include water mixed with glycerol or corn syrup, both of
which have been used in the literature, or perhaps a colloidal or polymer
solution (e.g. latex paint) that may exhibit the non-Newtonian behavior or
skin-forming ability of black liquor.
2. The New Bern gasifier nozzle used steam as an atomizing fluid. It is of
interest to determine the effect of an environment saturated with water on the
skin-forming tendencies of black liquor ligaments at high temperature.
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Appendix A: MATLAB Code for Image Analysis
The following MATLAB code was written in MATLAB 6.5 and was used for the
image analysis.
%
%
%
%

This program analyzes spray images for droplet size distribution and
droplet asphericity. The first image (*00.bmp) is an image of the
backlighting without the spray present.
Last modified by Andrew Mackrory July 26, 2006

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

LIST OF VARIABLES
a, b, c, d = vectors used to build the list of edge pixel values.
areas = vector of droplet areas (in numbers of pixels).
asphericity = max dimension of droplet divided by equivalent
diameter.
A = the original data image (greyscale bmp image as read).
BG = holds the original greyscale bmp image as read for the
background lighting.
binsize = the size of bins to group droplet diameters into for the
droplet size distribution plots.
cols = holder for array size 1.
cumasphere = holds the asphericity data (in same order as diameter
data) from multiple images.
cumdiameters = hold the diameter data from multiple images.
cummassplot = holds plot values for the cumulative mass
distribution.
cumvol = used to store volumes from the same diameter range.
cutoff = the cutoff in determining what is and is not a droplet in
processing the Drops array (used to eliminate noise from
being detected as droplets).
density = liquid density (used for volume/mass conversion).
diameterbins = the centers of the diameter bins for the histogramtype data in the droplet volume distribution plot.
diameters = the equivalent diameter of the droplet based on area
(number of pixels) and converted to um.
dropcounter = used to label drops as they are found (1-inf).
Drops = the result of using background and data images to turn
droplets into peaks in the Drops array.
Drops2 = the processed Drops array -> drops = 0.5 or droplet
number, not drops = zero.
Dv05, Dv0x = The indicated percentile diameter: Dv05 = volume
median diameter, Dv09 = 90th percentile etc.
filecheck = used to end program if image file is not selected
properly.
filename = filename of background image.
filenamebase = the common part of all image filenames from a set.
height, width = image dimensions - converted to mm with scale for
the report that shows a sample image.
histedges = values used in the histogram function to count areas
for each droplet.
histo = array of summary data: column 1 = diameter, column 2 =
number of drops of that diameter, column 3 = volume in the
drops of that diameter, column 4 = percentage of spray
volume in those sized drops.
histo2 = array that stores data (diameter at center of range,
volume of drops in that diameter range, percent of spray
volume in that range, in three columns respectively) for
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

the droplet size volume distribution plot.
histo3 = array of cumulative mass data.
imagenumber = the number of the current image/frame.
i, j, k, m, n, x = for loop indices and other miscellaneous counting
operations.
index1, index2 = array indices used to find neighbouring droplet
pixels.
lastimagenumber = the last image number to be processed (change to
the real last image number, or a smaller number
if wanting a quick estimate of SMD for a set of
images.
lower, upper = the lower and upper percentage of mass corresponding
to the lower and upper limits of the target diameter
range.
maxdiameter = largest diameter - used to set up plot axes and
histogram data of summary data.
maxdim = the maximum dimension of the droplet (calculated by
pythag on pixel indices).
neighbours = list of array indices of pixels that are neighbours
to the current pixel being labelled.
neighbourcounter = counts neighbouring droplet pixels while whole
drops are being identified.
ncols, nrows = size of list of neighbouring pixel indices nrows > 2 indicates there are neighbouring pixels.
numberbins = number of data points for the droplet volume
distribution plot.
numberdrops = total number of drops analyzed.
orderedpairs = the array that hold the coordinates of all droplet
pixels in a droplet for calculating the maximum
dimension of that droplet.
pathname = pathname for the image files.
rows = holder for array size 2.
RSF = relative span factor.
s, current_s, new_s = standard deviation for the square-root
normal distribution, and variants of it for
the optimization of the value of s in the
code.
s_star = the normalized standard deviation (s/Dv05).
SSE, current_SSE, new_SSE = sum of squared error for the
optimization of the value of s in the
square-root normal distribution.
scale = the scale in um/pixel.
SMD = the Sauter Mean Diameter.
sortdiameters = sorted vector of droplet diameters.
sortvolumes = a sorted (ascending order) vector of droplet volumes.
sqrtnormal = vector of the square-root normal distribution that
best fits the data.
target = stores the upper and lower limits of the range considered
the target diameter range.
targetmass = the percent of spray mass in the target diameter range.
TotalVol = total volume of the spray (all droplets analyzed).
volsum = used to add up volumes until a certain percentile is
reached to find the various percentile diameters.

% Begin Code
tic % begin timer
clear;
clc;
% Constants
scale = 22.4;
% um/pixel
% scales:
% 21.9 (from 456 pixels per 10mm for test images grey??.bmp April 14, 2006)
% 22.4 April 17
% 22.4 May 4-5, 2006
% 22.55 May 8, 2006
cutoff = 1.15;

% Experimentally determined value for almost
% total noise elimination while maximizing
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% droplet detection.
lastimagenumber=24; % (usually 24) Used to stop the loop that
% loads and analyzes each image in a series
density = 1000;
% 1000 kg/m3 for water, 1284 for 70% DS Black Liquor
% Read in background image
[filename,pathname] = uigetfile({'*.bmp','Image (*.bmp)'; ...
'*.*','All Files (*.*)'}, ...
'Select the background "00" image file');
addpath(pathname);
if isempty(strfind(filename,'.bmp')) == 0
BG = imread(filename);
filenamebase = strrep(filename,'00.bmp','');
filecheck = 1;
else
beep;
errordlg('Cannot read this file','File I/O Error');
filecheck = 0;
end
tic

% begin timer

if filecheck==1
for imagenumber=1:lastimagenumber
if imagenumber < 10
A = imread(strcat(filenamebase,'0',num2str(imagenumber),'.bmp'));
else
A = imread(strcat(filenamebase,num2str(imagenumber),'.bmp'));
end
Drops = (double(BG))./(double(A));
% Pad drops matrix with zeros and mark drops as 0.5
% and other pixels as zero to produce Drops2 array
[rows, cols] = size(Drops);
Drops2 = zeros(rows+2,cols+2);
for i = 2:rows+1
for j = 2:cols+1
if Drops(i-1,j-1) > cutoff
Drops2(i,j) = 0.5;
end
end
end
clear A Drops;
% Label edge droplets (with 1's) to prepare for their removal
[rows, cols] = size(Drops2);
dropcounter = 1;
j = 2;
for i = 2:rows-1
if Drops2(i,j)==0.5
Drops2(i,j)=dropcounter; % label the first pixel for the droplet
% find the first neighbouring droplet pixels
clear neighbours;
neighbours(1,1)=i;
neighbours(1,2)=j;
neighbourcounter=2;
for a=-1:1
for b=-1:1
index1=i+a;
index2=j+b;
if (index1>0)&(index2>0)
if Drops2(index1,index2)==0.5
Drops2(index1,index2)=dropcounter;
neighbours(neighbourcounter,1)=index1;
neighbours(neighbourcounter,2)=index2;
neighbourcounter=neighbourcounter+1;
end
end
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end
end
[nrows, ncols] = size(neighbours);
% label neighbouring pixels until there are no more to label
while nrows > 1
% find new neighbours
clear newneighbours;
newneighbours(1,1)=i;
newneighbours(1,2)=j;
neighbourcounter=2;
for c=2:nrows
for a=-1:1
for b=-1:1
index1=neighbours(c,1)+a;
index2=neighbours(c,2)+b;
if (index1>0)&(index2>0)
if Drops2(index1,index2)==0.5
Drops2(index1,index2)=dropcounter;
% label neighbours as soon as found
newneighbours(neighbourcounter,1)=index1;
newneighbours(neighbourcounter,2)=index2;
neighbourcounter=neighbourcounter+1;
end
end
end
end
end
% get ready for next set of neighbour labelling
clear neighbours;
neighbours = newneighbours;
clear newneighbours;
[nrows, ncols] = size(neighbours);
end
end
end
j = cols-1;
for i = 2:rows-1
if Drops2(i,j)==0.5
Drops2(i,j)=dropcounter; % label the first pixel for the droplet
% find the first neighbouring droplet pixels
clear neighbours;
neighbours(1,1)=i;
neighbours(1,2)=j;
neighbourcounter=2;
for a=-1:1
for b=-1:1
index1=i+a;
index2=j+b;
if (index1>0)&(index2>0)
if Drops2(index1,index2)==0.5
Drops2(index1,index2)=dropcounter;
neighbours(neighbourcounter,1)=index1;
neighbours(neighbourcounter,2)=index2;
neighbourcounter=neighbourcounter+1;
end
end
end
end
[nrows, ncols] = size(neighbours);
% label neighbouring pixels until there are no more to label
while nrows > 1
% find new neighbours
clear newneighbours;
newneighbours(1,1)=i;
newneighbours(1,2)=j;
neighbourcounter=2;
for c=2:nrows
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for a=-1:1
for b=-1:1
index1=neighbours(c,1)+a;
index2=neighbours(c,2)+b;
if (index1>0)&(index2>0)
if Drops2(index1,index2)==0.5
Drops2(index1,index2)=dropcounter;
% label neighbours as soon as found
newneighbours(neighbourcounter,1)=index1;
newneighbours(neighbourcounter,2)=index2;
neighbourcounter=neighbourcounter+1;
end
end
end
end
end
% get ready for next set of neighbour labelling
clear neighbours;
neighbours = newneighbours;
clear newneighbours;
[nrows, ncols] = size(neighbours);
end
end
end
i = 2;
for j = 2:cols-1
if Drops2(i,j)==0.5
Drops2(i,j)=dropcounter; % label the first pixel for the droplet
% find the first neighbouring droplet pixels
clear neighbours;
neighbours(1,1)=i;
neighbours(1,2)=j;
neighbourcounter=2;
for a=-1:1
for b=-1:1
index1=i+a;
index2=j+b;
if (index1>0)&(index2>0)
if Drops2(index1,index2)==0.5
Drops2(index1,index2)=dropcounter;
neighbours(neighbourcounter,1)=index1;
neighbours(neighbourcounter,2)=index2;
neighbourcounter=neighbourcounter+1;
end
end
end
end
[nrows, ncols] = size(neighbours);
% label neighbouring pixels until there are no more to label
while nrows > 1
% find new neighbours
clear newneighbours;
newneighbours(1,1)=i;
newneighbours(1,2)=j;
neighbourcounter=2;
for c=2:nrows
for a=-1:1
for b=-1:1
index1=neighbours(c,1)+a;
index2=neighbours(c,2)+b;
if (index1>0)&(index2>0)
if Drops2(index1,index2)==0.5
Drops2(index1,index2)=dropcounter;
% label neighbours as soon as found
newneighbours(neighbourcounter,1)=index1;
newneighbours(neighbourcounter,2)=index2;
neighbourcounter=neighbourcounter+1;
end
end
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end
end
end
% get ready for next set of neighbour labelling
clear neighbours;
neighbours = newneighbours;
clear newneighbours;
[nrows, ncols] = size(neighbours);
end
end
end
i = rows-1;
for j = 2:cols-1
if Drops2(i,j)==0.5
Drops2(i,j)=dropcounter; % label the first pixel for the droplet
% find the first neighbouring droplet pixels
clear neighbours;
neighbours(1,1)=i;
neighbours(1,2)=j;
neighbourcounter=2;
for a=-1:1
for b=-1:1
index1=i+a;
index2=j+b;
if (index1>0)&(index2>0)
if Drops2(index1,index2)==0.5
Drops2(index1,index2)=dropcounter;
neighbours(neighbourcounter,1)=index1;
neighbours(neighbourcounter,2)=index2;
neighbourcounter=neighbourcounter+1;
end
end
end
end
[nrows, ncols] = size(neighbours);
% label neighbouring pixels until there are no more to label
while nrows > 1
% find new neighbours
clear newneighbours;
newneighbours(1,1)=i;
newneighbours(1,2)=j;
neighbourcounter=2;
for c=2:nrows
for a=-1:1
for b=-1:1
index1=neighbours(c,1)+a;
index2=neighbours(c,2)+b;
if (index1>0)&(index2>0)
if Drops2(index1,index2)==0.5
Drops2(index1,index2)=dropcounter;
% label neighbours as soon as found
newneighbours(neighbourcounter,1)=index1;
newneighbours(neighbourcounter,2)=index2;
neighbourcounter=neighbourcounter+1;
end
end
end
end
end
% get ready for next set of neighbour labelling
clear neighbours;
neighbours = newneighbours;
clear newneighbours;
[nrows, ncols] = size(neighbours);
end
end
end
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% Remove edge droplets
[rows, cols] = size(Drops2);
for i = 2:rows-1
for j = 2:cols-1
if Drops2(i,j)==1
Drops2(i,j)=0;
end
end
end
% Scan again for droplets (edge droplets removed), numbering
[rows, cols] = size(Drops2);
dropcounter = 1;
for i = 3:rows-2
for j = 3:cols-2
if Drops2(i,j)==0.5
Drops2(i,j)=dropcounter; % label the first pixel for the droplet
% find the first neighbouring droplet pixels
clear neighbours;
neighbours(1,1)=i;
neighbours(1,2)=j;
neighbourcounter=2;
for a=-1:1
for b=-1:1
index1=i+a;
index2=j+b;
if (index1>0)&(index2>0)
if Drops2(index1,index2)==0.5
Drops2(index1,index2)=dropcounter;
neighbours(neighbourcounter,1)=index1;
neighbours(neighbourcounter,2)=index2;
neighbourcounter=neighbourcounter+1;
end
end
end
end
[nrows, ncols] = size(neighbours);
% label neighbouring pixels until there are no more to label
while nrows > 1
% find new neighbours
clear newneighbours;
newneighbours(1,1)=i;
newneighbours(1,2)=j;
neighbourcounter=2;
for c=2:nrows
for a=-1:1
for b=-1:1
index1=neighbours(c,1)+a;
index2=neighbours(c,2)+b;
if (index1>0)&(index2>0)
if Drops2(index1,index2)==0.5
Drops2(index1,index2)=dropcounter;
% label neighbours as soon as found
newneighbours(neighbourcounter,1)=index1;
newneighbours(neighbourcounter,2)=index2;
neighbourcounter=neighbourcounter+1;
end
end
end
end
end
% get ready for next set of neighbour labelling
clear neighbours;
neighbours = newneighbours;
clear newneighbours;
[nrows, ncols] = size(neighbours);
end
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% get ready for next droplet to be found
dropcounter = dropcounter + 1;
end
end
end
% Get max dimension of each droplet
[rows, cols] = size(Drops2);
for i = 1:dropcounter-1
m = 1;
for j = 2:rows-1
for k = 2:cols-1
if Drops2(j,k)==i
orderedpairs(m,1)=j;
orderedpairs(m,2)=k;
m=m+1;
end
end
end
[n, x] = size(orderedpairs);
maxdim(i) = 0;
for m = 1:n-1
for k=m:n
x = ((orderedpairs(m,1)-orderedpairs(k,1))^2 + ...
(orderedpairs(m,2)-orderedpairs(k,2))^2)^(0.5);
if x > maxdim(i)
maxdim(i) = x;
end
end
end
clear orderedpairs;
end
if dropcounter > 1
maxdim = (maxdim+1).*scale;
% the "+1" converts the measurement from measurement
% to pixel centers to measurement from edge to edge
end
dropcounter = dropcounter-1;
% create data of counts of pixels in each droplet
for i = 1:dropcounter+1
histedges(i)=i-0.5;
end
[rows, cols] = size(Drops2);
for i = 1:cols
areas(:,i) = histc(Drops2(:,i),histedges);
end
areas=areas';
areas=sum(areas);
[rows, cols] = size(areas);
for i = 1:cols
diameters(1,i)=((4*areas(1,i)/pi)^0.5)*scale;
end
diameters = diameters(1,1:end-1);
% change maxdims of 0 to the diameter of the droplet and calculate asphericity
if dropcounter > 0
for i=1:length(maxdim)
if maxdim(i)==0
maxdim(i)=diameters(i);
end
end
asphericity=maxdim./diameters;
end
% add new data to data from previous images
if ((imagenumber==1)&(dropcounter > 0))
cumdiameters = diameters;
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cumasphere = asphericity;
elseif (dropcounter > 0)
cumdiameters = [cumdiameters diameters];
cumasphere = [cumasphere asphericity];
end
dropcounter % reports progress to user
imagenumber % reports progress to user
clear areas dropcounter maxdim diameters histedges asphericity;
% prepares for next loop
end
% makes asphereicity of single pixel drops equal to 1
k = length(cumasphere);
for i = 1:k
if cumasphere(i) < 1
cumasphere(i) = 1;
end
end
save(filenamebase,'cumasphere','cumdiameters','filenamebase','scale','density');
% save only the necessary data
%
%
%
%
%
%

Report results
Additional Spray Analaysis
Assumption: all single pixel droplets are really single pixels (as
opposed to half a pixel for example). In testing the
BottomView.mat data it was found that less than 0.052%
of the spray volume (or mass) was contained in these droplets.

sortvolumes=sort((1/6)*pi*(cumdiameters.*cumdiameters.*cumdiameters));
TotalVol=sum(sortvolumes);
numberdrops=length(sortvolumes);
sortdiameters=sort(cumdiameters);
i=1;
j=1;
% count drops of a given diameter
while (i < numberdrops)
diameter=sortdiameters(i);
check = 0;
dropcounter = 1;
while check == 0
if i < numberdrops
if sortdiameters(i+1) == diameter
dropcounter = dropcounter + 1;
else
check = 1;
end
i = i+1;
end
end
histo(j,1) = diameter; % diameter of drops for this line in histo
histo(j,2) = dropcounter; % number of drops of that diameter
histo(j,3) = dropcounter*(1/6)*pi*diameter^3; % volume in those sized drops
histo(j,4) = 100*histo(j,3)/TotalVol; % percentage of spray volume in those drops
j = j+1;
end
if sum(histo(:,2)) < numberdrops
histo(j,1) = sortdiameters(end);
histo(j,2) = 1; % number of drops of that diameter
histo(j,3) = (1/6)*pi*sortdiameters(end)^3; % volume in those sized drops
histo(j,4) = 100*histo(j,3)/TotalVol; % percentage of spray volume in those drops
end
binsize=50; % (in um)
maxdiameter = max(histo(:,1))+(binsize/2);
%
%
%

uniform bin sizes:
diameterbins = (binsize/2):binsize:maxdiameter; % (center of each binsize(um)
range for volume percent vs diameter on x axis)
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%
non uniform diameter bins:
bigbinsizefactor = 3;
diameterbins = (binsize/2):binsize:maxdiameter/2;
diameterbins = [diameterbins...
maxdiameter/2+binsize:binsize*bigbinsizefactor:maxdiameter];
numberbins=length(diameterbins);
k = length(histo(:,1));
for i = 1:numberbins
histo2(i,1) = diameterbins(i);
cumvol = 0;
for j = 1:k
if (histo(j,1) >= (diameterbins(i)-(binsize/2)))&(histo(j,1) < ...
(diameterbins(i)+(binsize/2)))
cumvol = cumvol+histo(j,3);
end
end
histo2(i,2) = cumvol; % total volume in that diameter bin
histo2(i,3) = 100*cumvol/TotalVol;
% volume in that diameter bin as a percentage of total spray volume
end
% square-root normal distribution
i = 1;
volsum = 0;
percentvol = volsum/TotalVol;
while percentvol < 0.5
volsum = volsum + sortvolumes(i);
i = i+1;
percentvol = volsum/TotalVol;
end
Dv05 = sortdiameters(i-1); % volume median diameter (which is also mass median
diameter for incompressible fluid)
% optimize value of s for the Square-root normal model find local minimum
% in residuals (SSE)
sqrtnormal(:,1) = histo2(:,1);
k = length(sqrtnormal);
current_SSE = 1;
new_SSE = 0;
new_s = 2;
while (sum(current_SSE) - sum(new_SSE)) > 0
current_s = new_s;
s = current_s;
for i = 1:k
sqrtnormal(i,2)=binsize*(100/(2*s*(2*pi)^0.5))*sqrtnormal(i,1)^(-0.5)*...
exp((-0.5)*((sqrtnormal(i,1)^0.5-Dv05^0.5)/s)^2);
end
current_SSE = (sqrtnormal(:,2)-histo2(:,3)).*(sqrtnormal(:,2)-histo2(:,3));
new_s = current_s + 0.001;
s = new_s;
for i = 1:k
sqrtnormal(i,2)=binsize*(100/(2*s*(2*pi)^0.5))*sqrtnormal(i,1)^(-0.5)*...
exp((-0.5)*((sqrtnormal(i,1)^0.5-Dv05^0.5)/s)^2);
end
new_SSE = (sqrtnormal(:,2)-histo2(:,3)).*(sqrtnormal(:,2)-histo2(:,3));
end
s = current_s;
s_star = s/(Dv05^0.5);
for i = 1:k
sqrtnormal(i,2)=binsize*(100/(2*s*(2*pi)^0.5))*sqrtnormal(i,1)^(-0.5)*...
exp((-0.5)*((sqrtnormal(i,1)^0.5-Dv05^0.5)/s)^2);
% bin size is multiplied in to integrate the pdf over the bin range.
end
% Sauter Mean Diameter
SMD = sum(cumdiameters.*cumdiameters.*cumdiameters)/sum(cumdiameters.*cumdiameters);
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% Relative Span Factor
i = 1;
volsum = 0;
percentvol = volsum/TotalVol;
while percentvol < 0.9
volsum = volsum + sortvolumes(i);
i = i+1;
percentvol = volsum/TotalVol;
end
Dv09 = sortdiameters(i-1);
i = 1;
volsum = 0;
percentvol = volsum/TotalVol;
while percentvol < 0.1
volsum = volsum + sortvolumes(i);
i = i+1;
percentvol = volsum/TotalVol;
end
Dv01 = sortdiameters(i-1);
RSF = (Dv09-Dv01)/Dv05;
% Other percentiles
i = 1;
volsum = 0;
percentvol = volsum/TotalVol;
while percentvol < 0.01
volsum = volsum + sortvolumes(i);
i = i+1;
percentvol = volsum/TotalVol;
end
Dv001 = sortdiameters(i-1);
i = 1;
volsum = 0;
percentvol = volsum/TotalVol;
while percentvol < 0.99
volsum = volsum + sortvolumes(i);
i = i+1;
percentvol = volsum/TotalVol;
end
Dv099 = sortdiameters(i-1);
% Cumulative Mass Fractions as a function of D (using bins)
histo3 = histo2;
% convert volume to mass (in g)
histo3(:,2) = (histo2(:,2)./(1000000^3)).*density.*1000;
k = length(histo3(:,3));
for i = 2:k
histo3(i,3)=histo3(i,3)+histo3(i-1,3);
end
% Cumulative Mass (or volume) Fractions as a function of D
%(using all droplets)
cummassplot(:,1)=histo(:,1);
cummassplot(:,2)=histo(:,4);
[j,k] = size(cummassplot);
for i = 2:j
cummassplot(i,2)=cummassplot(i,2) + cummassplot(i-1,2);
end
% percent of mass in target size range:
[j,k] = size(cummassplot);
i = 1;
target = 100; % diameter in um
while (i < j) & (cummassplot(i,1) < target)
i = i + 1;
end
lower = cummassplot(i,2);
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i = 1;
target = 300; % diameter in um
while (i < j) & (cummassplot(i,1) < target)
i = i + 1;
end
upper = cummassplot(i,2);
targetmass = round(upper - lower);
clear upper lower;

% New and improved figure of all information
figure; set(gcf,'Name','Spray Analysis Summary');
A = imread(strcat(filenamebase,'01.bmp'));
[height, width] = size(A');
subplot(2,3,1);
%
set(gca,'Units','Normalized','Position',[0.01 0.65 0.3 0.3]);
colormap(gray(256)); image(A');
set(gca,'XTick',[]);
set(gca,'XTickLabel',{});
set(gca,'YTick',[]);
set(gca,'YTickLabel',{}); axis image;
text(0,-0.03,'Typical Image (Flow direction: \downarrow)','color','k',...
'units','normalized','fontweight','bold');
text(0,-0.11,['Actual Image Width: ',num2str(width*scale/1000,'%11.4g'),'mm']...
,'color','k','units','normalized','fontweight','normal');
text(0,-0.18,['Image Filenames: ',filenamebase,'??.bmp'],'color','k',...
'units','normalized','fontweight','normal');
text(0,-0.25,['Number of Droplets Sampled: ',num2str(length(cumdiameters))]...
,'color','k','units','normalized','fontweight','normal');
text(0,-0.32,['Mean Asphericity: ',num2str(mean(cumasphere),'%11.3g'),' ...
(1 = spherical)'],'color','k','units','normalized','fontweight','normal');
text(-0.15,-0.4,'Assuming Spherical Droplets:','color','k',...
'units','normalized','fontweight','bold');
text(0,-0.47,['Mean Droplet Diameter:
',num2str(round(mean(cumdiameters))),'\mum'],'color','k',...
'units','normalized','fontweight','normal');
text(0,-0.55,['Sauter Mean Diameter (D_{32}):...
',num2str(round(SMD)),'\mum'],'color','k','units','normalized','fontweight','normal');
text(0,-0.62,['Minimum Diameter (D_{min}):
',num2str(round(min(cumdiameters))),'\mum'],'color','k',...
'units','normalized','fontweight','normal');
text(0,-0.69,['Maximum Diameter (D_{max}):
',num2str(round(max(cumdiameters))),'\mum'],'color','k',...
'units','normalized','fontweight','normal');
text(-0.05,-0.76,'Mass (or Volume) Percentile Diameters:','color','k',...
'units','normalized','fontweight','bold');
text(0,-0.84,['D_{0.01}: ',num2str(round(Dv001)),'\mum'],'color','k',...
'units','normalized','fontweight','normal');
text(0,-0.91,['D_{0.1}: ',num2str(round(Dv01)),'\mum'],'color','k',...
'units','normalized','fontweight','normal');
text(0,-0.98,['D_{0.5}: ',num2str(round(Dv05)),'\mum (Mass Median...
Diameter)'],'color','k','units','normalized','fontweight','normal');
text(0.5,-0.84,['D_{0.9}: ',num2str(round(Dv09)),'\mum'],'color','k',...
'units','normalized','fontweight','normal');
text(0.5,-0.91,['D_{0.99}: ',num2str(round(Dv099)),'\mum'],'color','k',...
'units','normalized','fontweight','normal');
text(-0.05,-1.05,'Distribution Parameters:','color','k',...
'units','normalized','fontweight','bold');
text(0,-1.13,['D_{0.01}/D_{0.5}): ',num2str(Dv001/Dv05,2),...
' (typically 0.25)'],'color','k','units','normalized','fontweight','normal');
text(0,-1.2,['D_{0.99}/D_{0.5}): ',num2str(Dv099/Dv05,2),...
' (typically 2)'],'color','k','units','normalized','fontweight','normal');
text(0,-1.27,['D_{0.99}/D_{0.01}): ',num2str(Dv099/Dv001,2),...
' (typically 8)'],'color','k','units','normalized','fontweight','normal');
text(0,-1.34,['Relative Span Factor: ',num2str(RSF,3)],'color','k',...
'units','normalized','fontweight','normal');
text(-0.05,-1.41,'Square-root Normal Distribution:','color','k',...
'units','normalized','fontweight','bold');
text(0,-1.48,['s: ',num2str(s,3)],'color','k',...
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'units','normalized','fontweight','normal');
text(0,-1.55,['s*: ',num2str(s_star,3),' (typically 0.24)'],'color','k',...
'units','normalized','fontweight','normal');
subplot(2,3,2); plot(cumdiameters,cumasphere,'k.','MarkerSize',2);
hold on;
XLabel('Area Equivalent Droplet Diameter (\mum)','fontweight','normal');
YLabel('Asphericity','fontweight','normal');
title('Droplet Shape','fontweight','bold');
subplot(2,3,3); hist(cumdiameters,200);
axis([0 1 0 1000])
axis 'auto x';
X = hist(cumdiameters,200);
hold on;
h = findobj(gca,'Type','patch');
set(h,'FaceColor','k','EdgeColor','k');
XLabel('Area Equivalent Droplet Diameter (\mum)','fontweight','normal');
YLabel('Number of Droplets','fontweight','normal');
text(0.1,0.95,['Max Bar Height (not shown): ',num2str(max(X))],'color','k',...
'units','normalized','fontweight','normal');
title('Droplet Size','fontweight','bold');
subplot(2,3,5); plot(histo2(:,1),histo2(:,3),'k.');
hold on;
plot(sqrtnormal(:,1),sqrtnormal(:,2),'r');
XLabel('Area Equivalent Droplet Diameter (\mum)','fontweight','normal');
YLabel(['% of Spray Mass (or Volume) in ',num2str(binsize),' or...
',num2str(binsize*bigbinsizefactor),' \mum Diameter...
Bins'],'fontweight','normal');
title('Droplet Size Distribution','fontweight','bold');
legend('Data','Square-root Normal Distribution',0);
%
subplot(2,3,6); plot(histo3(:,1),histo3(:,3),'.k');
subplot(2,3,6); plot(cummassplot(:,1),cummassplot(:,2),'.k','MarkerSize',2);
axis([0 1 0 100])
axis 'auto x';
XLabel('Area Equivalent Droplet Diameter (\mum)','fontweight','normal');
YLabel('% of Spray Mass (or Volume) Below D','fontweight','normal');
title('Cumulative Droplet Size Distribution','fontweight','bold');
text(0,-0.17,['Percent of Mass in Range 100-300\mum:'],'color','k',...
'units','normalized','fontweight','Bold');
text(0.95,-0.17,[num2str(targetmass),'%'],'color','k',...
'units','normalized','fontweight','Normal');

end
toc
%------------------------------------------------------------------------------------% Additional Code for Cylindrical Droplet Assumption
%New Figure - calculates and gives distribution of sizes with
%ligaments converted to the diameter of the sphere with the same volume
%to surface area ratio with their real mass, assuming that all
%ligaments are cylinders.
% make vector of areas in image (um^2 units)
cyl_proj_areas = (pi/4)*(cumdiameters.*cumdiameters);
% make vector of max dimensions
cyl_lengths = cumdiameters.*cumasphere;
% begin loop
for i = 1:length(cumasphere)
% calculate d of cylinder
cyl_d = cyl_proj_areas(i)/cyl_lengths(i);
% calculate V, A and m of cylinder
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cyl_V = (pi/4)*cyl_lengths(i)*cyl_d^2;
cyl_A = pi*cyl_d*cyl_lengths(i)+(pi/2)*cyl_d^2;
cyl_m = (cyl_V/(1000000^3))*density*1000; % mass in g
% convert to diameter of sphere with same V/A ratio
d_cyltosph(i,1) = 6*((cyl_d*cyl_lengths(i))/(4))/(cyl_lengths(i)+cyl_d/2); %
col 1 = d, col 2 = mass of cylinder
d_cyltosph(i,2) = cyl_m;
end
clear cyl_d cyl_V cyl_A cyl_m cyl_lengths cyl_proj_areas;
% make replacement histo2 for the new distribution
% histo2 = array that stores data (diameter at center of range,
%
volume of drops in that diameter range, percent of spray
%
volume in that range, in three columns respectively) for
%
the droplet size volume distribution plot.

[x,y] = size(histo2);
bounds = zeros(x+1,1);
for i = 2:x+1
bounds(i) = bounds(i-1)+binsize;
end
histo2(:,2) = zeros(x,1);
histo2(:,3) = zeros(x,1);
cyl_data = sortrows(d_cyltosph,[1]);
currentbound = bounds(2);
histo2row = 1;
for i = 1:length(cyl_data(:,1))
if cyl_data(i,1) < currentbound
histo2(histo2row,2) = histo2(histo2row,2) + cyl_data(i,2);
else
histo2row = histo2row + 1;
currentbound = bounds(histo2row+1);
end
end
for i = 1:x
histo2(i,3)=100*histo2(i,2)/sum(histo2(:,2));
end
% remove zero rows from histo2
counter = 1;
for i = 1:x
if histo2(i,3)~=0
temp_histo2(counter,:)=histo2(i,:);
counter = counter+1;
end
end
clear histo2 sqrtnormal;
histo2 = temp_histo2;
% redefine Dv05 (cyl_data 1 = d, 2 = m)
%
TotalMass = sum(cyl_data(:,2));
%
i = 1;
%
masssum = 0;
%
percentmass = masssum/TotalMass;
%
while percentmass < 0.5
%
masssum = masssum + cyl_data(i);
%
i = i+1;
%
percentmass = masssum/TotalMass;
%
end
%
Dv05 = cyl_data(i-1,1);
Dv05 = 420;

% 420 for Data set BLS found by using excel,
% not by method commented out above, so not really a MMD
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% Other Values: Data Set
%
BLD
%
BLE
%
BLF
%
BLR
%
BLS
%
BLT

Dv05
486
540
428
341
420
336

% optimize value of s for the Square-root normal model find local minimum
% in residuals (SSE)
sqrtnormal(:,1) = histo2(:,1);
k = length(sqrtnormal);
current_SSE = 1;
new_SSE = 0;
new_s = 2;
while (sum(current_SSE) - sum(new_SSE)) > 0
current_s = new_s;
s = current_s;
for i = 1:k
sqrtnormal(i,2)=binsize*(100/(2*s*(2*pi)^0.5))*sqrtnormal(i,1)^(-0.5)*...
exp((-0.5)*((sqrtnormal(i,1)^0.5-Dv05^0.5)/s)^2);
end
current_SSE = (sqrtnormal(:,2)-histo2(:,3)).*(sqrtnormal(:,2)-histo2(:,3));
new_s = current_s + 0.001;
s = new_s;
for i = 1:k
sqrtnormal(i,2)=binsize*(100/(2*s*(2*pi)^0.5))*sqrtnormal(i,1)^(-0.5)*...
exp((-0.5)*((sqrtnormal(i,1)^0.5-Dv05^0.5)/s)^2);
end
new_SSE = (sqrtnormal(:,2)-histo2(:,3)).*(sqrtnormal(:,2)-histo2(:,3));
end
s = current_s;
s_star = s/(Dv05^0.5);
for i = 1:k
sqrtnormal(i,2)=binsize*(100/(2*s*(2*pi)^0.5))*sqrtnormal(i,1)^(-0.5)*...
exp((-0.5)*((sqrtnormal(i,1)^0.5-Dv05^0.5)/s)^2);
% bin size is multiplied in to integrate the pdf over the bin range.
end
figure; plot(histo2(:,1),histo2(:,3),'k.');
hold on;
plot(sqrtnormal(:,1),sqrtnormal(:,2),'r');
XLabel('Diameter of Sphere with Same V/A as Cylinders (\mum)','fontweight','normal');
YLabel(['% of Spray Mass (or Volume) in ',num2str(binsize),...
'\mum Diameter Bins'],'fontweight','normal');
title('Ligament Size Distribution for Reactivity','fontweight','bold');
legend('Data','Square-root Normal Distribution',0);
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Appendix B: Additional Water Spray Data
To establish the repeatability of the camera and image analysis system, images of
a water spray 23.5mm downstream from the nozzle were taken twice without
changing the settings. The analysis results are shown in Figure 62 and Figure 63.

Figure 62. Image analysis results for a water spray. These results and those in Figure 63 establish
the measurement system repeatability.
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Figure 63. Image analysis results for a water spray. Compare Figure 62.

Additional experimental data (such as flow rates) for these results is shown in
tables in Appendix C. The image filename should be used to cross-reference the data.
After taking the data above, the air flow rate was increased to observe the effect
on droplet size. Results are shown in Figure 64. Droplet size did decrease, and mass
in the target droplet size range increased as discussed in Section 4.3.4: Fitting a
Distribution to the Sprays.
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Figure 64. Image analysis results for a water spray with increased air flow relative to the spray
analyzed in Figure 63. Note the decrease in droplet sizes and increase in percent of mass in 100300 μm range (bottom right of figure).

Air flow rate was then increased further with the aim of increasing the mass in the
target droplet size range, however the droplets sizes (such as SMD) reported by the
image analysis software actually increased as shown in Figure 65. An inspection of
the asphericity plot and the images revealed that the nature of the data had changed. It
was found that the images had become blurred as many droplets were traveling too
fast to be frozen by the camera
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Figure 65. Image analysis results for a water spray with very high atomizing air velocity. Spray
images appeared blurred. Compare the asphericity data to that in the three previous figures.

The final set of results shown in this appendix (Figure 66) was taken to compare
data from the center and edges of the spray at the same axial location. Figure 66 is for
data taken 10 mm to the left of the image location for Figure 62and Figure 63. It was
determined that as the two data sets gave nearly identical results, data or images from
the spray axis were representative of the entire spray cone.
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Figure 66. Image analysis results for a water spray taken to the left of the spray axis (10 mm to
the left of the image locations for Figure 62 and Figure 63). All other conditions were identical.
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Appendix C: Additional Experimental Data
Note that the image filename in some of the tables below is also shown in the
graphical reports of the analysis (Thesis body and Appendix B), which allows the
values in this appendix to be linked to the appropriate graphics.

Table 10. Constants used in calculations. Part 1: Air and water.
Air Properties
Property
Gas Constant for Air
Specific Heat Ratio for
Air
Viscosity
Liquid Properties
Property
Liquid
Density

Viscosity

Surface Tension

Value
287

Units
J/kgK

Notes/Source

1.4
1.79E-05

Value
Distilled
Water
1000

1.12E-03

7.34E-02

Ns/m2

μ – Dynamic viscosity –
Munson et al.

Units

Notes/Source

kg/m

Chem. Stores
Measured April 12, 2006

kg/ms or
Ns/m2

μ – Dynamic viscosity
(kg/m.s or N.s/m2)
(ν=μ/ρ)

N/m

Viscosity and Surface
tension data from Munson
et al.

3
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Table 11. Constants used in calculations. Part 2: Black liquor and pump.
Liquid Properties
Property

Value

Units

Liquid
Density

Black Liquor
1284

kg/m3

Viscosity
Surface Tension

1.23E-01
4.66E-02

Pump Parameters
Property
Displacement

Value
0.20080588

Notes/Source
all properties measured
by Andrew Mackrory at or
close to 107°C
70 % DS

μ – Dynamic viscosity
(kg/m.s or N.s/m2)
(ν=μ/ρ)

kg/ms or
Ns/m2
N/m

Units
ml/rev

Notes/Source
Calibration April 12, 2006

Table 12. Measured values and notes for water sprays.
Measurements/Notes

Ambient
Press.

mmHg

Fluid
Cap

−

Air
Cap

Image
Scale

−

μm/
pixel

Rotameter
Air
Press.

psig

Rotameter

mm

Rotameter
Inlet
Temp

°C

Pump
Speed

sec/rev

Nozzle
Exit
Air
Temp

Camera
Location

°C

mm
below
nozzle

Image Filename

−

644.3

2850SS

70SS

22.4

2

10

16.9

0.16

20

0

644.3

2850SS

70SS

22.4

2

10

17

0.16

20

14.75

644.3

2850SS

70SS

22.4

2

10

17

0.16

20

29.5

BottomView??.bmp

643

2850SS

70SS

22.4

2

9

20.4

0.446

18

23.5

WaterTest??.bmp

643

2850SS

70SS

22.4

2

9

20.4

0.446

18

23.5

WaterTestTwo??.bmp

643

2850SS

70SS

22.4

2

15

20.4

0.468

17.5

23.5

WaterTestThree??.bmp

643

2850SS

70SS

22.4

2

9

20.4

0.476

18

23.5

WaterTestFour??.bmp

643.8

2850SS

70SS

22.4

2.5

20

18.6

0.436

17

23.5

WaterTestFive??.bmp

643.8

2850SS

67147SS

22.4

2.5

11.5

18.8

0.497

18

10

643.5

2050SS

64SS

22.55

2

7.5

18.2

0.418

18

23.5

WaterTestSeven??.bmp

643.5

2050SS

64SS

22.55

4

14.5

18.5

0.431

14

23.5

WaterTestEight??.bmp
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TopView??.bmp
MiddleView??.bmp

WaterTestSix??.bmp

Table 13. Various calculated values for water sprays.
Calculated Values

Image Filename

Air
Mass
Flow

Nozzle
Air
Velocity

Liquid
Velocity

Liquid
Mass
Flow

mair

Vg

VL

mliquid

−
TopView??.bmp
MiddleView??.bmp
BottomView??.bmp
WaterTest??.bmp
WaterTestTwo??.bmp
WaterTestThree??.bmp
WaterTestFour??.bmp
WaterTestFive??.bmp

kg/hr
0.337
0.336
0.336
0.296
0.296
0.498
0.296
0.701

m/s
73
73
73
64
64
107
64
151

m/s
3.08
3.08
3.08
1.11
1.11
1.05
1.04
1.13

kg/hr
4.52
4.52
4.52
1.62
1.62
1.54
1.52
1.66

WaterTestSix??.bmp
WaterTestSeven??.bmp
WaterTestEight??.bmp

0.404
0.248
0.591

24
82
193

0.99
2.26
2.19

1.45
1.73
1.68

Table 14. Dimensionless groups calculated for water sprays.
Dimensionless Groups

Image Filename

−

Liquid
Reynolds
Number

Aerodynamic
Weber
Number

Ohnesorge
Number

Gas
Reynolds
Number

Momentum
Flux Ratio

Mass
Flux
Ratio

ReL

WeA

Oh

ReG

M

m

−

−

−

−

air/liquid

liquid/air

TopView??.bmp

1,982

49

0.00487

34,818

0.575

13.43

MiddleView??.bmp

1,982

49

0.00487

34,800

0.574

13.43

BottomView??.bmp

1,982

49

0.00487

34,800

0.574

13.43

WaterTest??.bmp

711

40

0.00487

30,585

3.430

5.48

WaterTestTwo??.bmp

711

40

0.00487

30,585

3.430

5.48

WaterTestThree??.bmp

677

114

0.00487

51,497

10.689

3.10

WaterTestFour??.bmp

666

40

0.00487

30,585

3.907

5.14

WaterTestFive??.bmp

727

227

0.00487

72,521

18.344

2.37

WaterTestSix??.bmp

638

5

0.00487

26,386

0.589

3.60

WaterTestSeven??.bmp

1,050

46

0.00573

27,056

1.355

6.99

WaterTestEight??.bmp

1,019

270

0.00573

64,570

8.094

2.84
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Table 15. Measured values and notes for 70% DS black liquor sprays. Note that all runs
used the 2850SS fluid cap and 64SS air cap. Furnace was heated to 1000°C.
Measurements/Notes

Ambient
Press.

Image
Scale

Rotameter
Air
Press.

Rotameter

Line
Temp

Rotameter
Inlet
Temp

Pump
Speed

Nozzle
Exit
Air
Temp

Camera
Location

Nozzle
Position
Relative to
Furnace

Image
Filename

(after
tests)

mmHg
647.1

μm/
pixel
21.8

psig
2.5

mm
11

°C
110

°C
24.5

sec/rev
0.213

°C
22

mm
below
nozzle

−

15

15 mm
inside

BLA??.bmp
BLB??.bmp

647.1

21.8

2.5

11

110

24.5

0.213

22

15

15 mm
inside

647.1

21.8

2.5

11

110

24.5

0.213

22

15

15 mm
inside

BLC??.bmp
BLD??.bmp
BLE??.bmp

647.1

21.8

2.5

11

111

24.9

0.213

22

50

50 mm
inside

647.1

21.8

2.5

11

111

24.9

0.213

22

50

50 mm
inside

BLF??.bmp
BLG??.bmp

647.1

21.8

2.5

11

111

24.9

0.213

22

50

50 mm
inside

647.1

21.8

2.5

11

111

25

0.213

22

0

below

647.1

21.8

2.5

11

111

25

0.213

22

0

below

BLH??.bmp

647.1

21.8

2.5

11

111

25

0.213

22

0

below

BLJ??.bmp

647.1

21.8

2.5

11

112

25.1

0.213

22

0

below

BLK??.bmp

647.1

21.8

2.5

11

112

25.1

0.213

22

0

below

BLL??.bmp

647.1

21.8

2.5

11

112

25.1

0.213

22

0

below

BLM??.bmp

647.1

21.8

2.5

11

111

25.2

0.213

22

15

below

BLN??.bmp

647.1

21.8

2.5

11

111

25.2

0.213

22

15

below

BLP??.bmp

647.1

21.8

2.5

11

111

25.2

0.213

22

15

below

BLQ??.bmp

647.1

21.8

2.5

11

111

25.4

0.213

22

50

below

BLR??.bmp

647.1

21.8

2.5

11

111

25.4

0.213

22

50

below

BLS??.bmp

647.1

21.8

2.5

11

111

25.4

0.213

22

50

below

BLT??.bmp
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Table 16. Various calculated values for 70% DS
black liquor sprays.
Calculated Values
Image
Filename

−
BLA??.bmp
BLB??.bmp
BLC??.bmp
BLD??.bmp
BLE??.bmp
BLF??.bmp
BLG??.bmp
BLH??.bmp
BLJ??.bmp
BLK??.bmp
BLL??.bmp
BLM??.bmp
BLN??.bmp
BLP??.bmp
BLQ??.bmp
BLR??.bmp
BLS??.bmp
BLT??.bmp

Air
Mass
Flow

Nozzle
Air
Velocity

Liquid
Velocity

Liquid
Mass
Flow

mair

Vg

VL

mliquid

m/s
126
126
126
126
126
126
126
126
126
126
126
126
126
126
126
126
126
126

m/s
2.32
2.32
2.32
2.32
2.32
2.32
2.32
2.32
2.32
2.32
2.32
2.32
2.32
2.32
2.32
2.32
2.32
2.32

kg/hr
4.36
4.36
4.36
4.36
4.36
4.36
4.36
4.36
4.36
4.36
4.36
4.36
4.36
4.36
4.36
4.36
4.36
4.36

kg/hr
0.378
0.378
0.378
0.377
0.377
0.377
0.377
0.377
0.377
0.377
0.377
0.377
0.376
0.376
0.376
0.376
0.376
0.376
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Table 17. Dimensionless groups calculated for 70% DS black liquor sprays.
Dimensionless Groups
Image
Filename

−

Liquid
Reynolds
Number

Aerodynamic
Weber
Number

Ohnesorge
Number

Gas
Reynolds
Number

Momentum
Flux Ratio

Mass
Flux
Ratio

ReL

WeA

Oh

ReG

M

m

−

−

−

−

air/liquid

liquid/air

BLA??.bmp

17

242

0.5926

376

2.358

11.55

BLB??.bmp

17

242

0.5926

376

2.358

11.55

BLC??.bmp

17

242

0.5926

376

2.358

11.55

BLD??.bmp

17

241

0.5926

375

2.349

11.58

BLE??.bmp

17

241

0.5926

375

2.349

11.58

BLF??.bmp

17

241

0.5926

375

2.349

11.58

BLG??.bmp

17

241

0.5926

375

2.346

11.58

BLH??.bmp

17

241

0.5926

375

2.346

11.58

BLJ??.bmp

17

241

0.5926

375

2.346

11.58

BLK??.bmp

17

241

0.5926

375

2.344

11.59

BLL??.bmp

17

241

0.5926

375

2.344

11.59

BLM??.bmp

17

241

0.5926

375

2.344

11.59

BLN??.bmp

17

241

0.5926

375

2.341

11.59

BLP??.bmp

17

241

0.5926

375

2.341

11.59

BLQ??.bmp

17

241

0.5926

375

2.341

11.59

BLR??.bmp

17

240

0.5926

374

2.337

11.61

BLS??.bmp

17

240

0.5926

374

2.337

11.61

BLT??.bmp

17

240

0.5926

374

2.337

11.61
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Appendix D: Additional Mass Distribution Plots Assuming
Cylindrical Droplets

Figure 67. Examples of the fit of the square-root normal distribution to a number of data sets
when assuming cylindrical droplets.
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Appendix E: Diagrams of the Water-jacketed Probe
The water-jacketed probe is described in this section in the order that might be
followed if it was to be manufactured. In this way, the first diagram is simple, and
each additional diagram adds more detail. The materials used were from stock made
to standard sizes in U.S. customary units (i.e. inches). The drawings reflect this
despite the fact the rest of the thesis uses SI units. Any dimensions not shown are
either obvious from the drawings, found in standard references (o-rings), or not
critical to the operation of the part(s).
Referring to Figure 68, the water jacket is made from two concentric 304 stainless
steel tubes. They are welded to a round plate at their lower ends, which has a hole for
the nozzle assembly in its center. There are no other welds joining the tubes to each
other, which allows for differential thermal expansion between the two tubes. The
outer tube is welded to a stainless steel collar that holds an o-ring (number 2-149) for
sealing the joint between it and the cooling water manifold (described later). The
dimensions for the o-ring recess can be found in an o-ring catalog. The collar has six
holes for ¼-20 bolts that join it to the manifold.
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Figure 68. The first stage of the construction of the water-jacketed probe.

The next part to be added to the assembly is the cooling water manifold shown in
Figure 69. A solid disc of stainless steel (5 ¼” OD, 13/16” thick) is turned on a lathe
to have a 2” hole in the middle (for the jacket’s inner tube). Inside this hole is a recess
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for a 2-136 o-ring to seal the manifold-tube interface. Again, the appropriate
dimensions for the o-ring recess are available in o-ring catalogs.
Six ¼-20 threaded holes are drilled on a 3.75” PCD to receive the bolts that join
the manifold to the collar. Displaced 30° from this bolt pattern, six flats are machined
on the perimeter of the disc to allow ¼” NPT threaded holes to be made radially in
the disc. These holes are drilled sufficiently deep to just intersect six small axial holes
(¼” diameter) on a 2.375” PCD. Any deeper would risk intersecting the o-ring
groove.
Three 33” long, ¼” diameter stainless steel tubes are welded into three equally
spaced ¼” diameter holes on the 2.375” PCD. The welds are made small enough to
not interfere with the mating of the manifold and the collar on the water jacket. The
NPT connections corresponding to these tubes are then labeled “IN” on the perimeter
of the disc with an engraving tool. This ensures that cooling water has to travel
through the entire length of the jacket to get to the outlet.
Before the 33” long tubes are inserted into the water jacket and the jacket collar
bolted to the manifold, short (½” long) pieces of Teflon tube are placed around the
free end of the 33” long tubes. This prevents noise if the tubes rattle inside the water
jacket during use. The two o-rings are of course also inserted prior to assembly.
The quick release clamp is made of aluminum (for flexibility) and is simply a
block of aluminum 4 x 3.5” that is 1.25” thick. A 2.75” diameter hole is milled in the
center to allow the water jacket to be placed inside for height adjustment. A slot is cut
in the block to allow the 2.75” hole to expand or contract around the tube. This slot is
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bridged by a quick-release clasp (bolted on) that allows the block to be clamped or
unclamped from the water-jacketed probe. The clamp is shown in Figure 70.

Figure 69. Second stage of water-jacketed probe construction: the cooling water manifold.
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Figure 70. The height adjustment clamp for the water-jacketed probe.

The final part to be added is the handle and air line clamp collar (Figure 71). This
is similar to the quick release clamp just described in that it is a block of metal with a
hole for the water jacket (this time the inner tube) and a slot to the hole that can be
closed to clamp the collar onto the tube. In this case the closure is done with bolts
instead of a quick release clamp, and additional holes are added to allow the handle
and air line to be attached. The handle is simply a u-bolt that was opened slightly to
fit the collar dimensions. It is attached with two small metal blocks with two holes
each (as shown in the figure).
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Figure 71. The collar that holds the stainless steel air line and the u-bolt handle for the waterjacketed probe.

Once the collar that holds the handle has been clamped onto the top of the probe,
the nozzle can be attached to the air line and Teflon liquid line and then lowered into
the probe. The end of the nozzle is passed through the hole in the bottom plate of the
176

probe and then the air line is clamped to the handle collar using two small nuts and
bolts and a small plate with two holes as sketched in Figure 71. The final assembly is
shown in Figure 72.
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Figure 72. Overall cross-section drawing of the water-jacketed probe.
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